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Foreword:
20 YEARS OF
RAeS CAREERS SUPPORT

uckle up for the fifth issue of Career Flightpath, the careers advice and
guidance maga ine of the oyal Aeronautical Society. We hope you en oy
this edition which is packed with features to help guide you through
opportunities in aerospace and aviation.
ur last issue celebrated the Society s
th anniversary. In
, we have
celebrated another special landmark
years since the AeS launched its
dedicated careers activities in
. We are very proud of this work which includes
primary and secondary school outreach, careers advice for all ages, Careers in
Aerospace I , a dedicated website and, of course, this maga ine. This work
relies on a huge network of partners and volunteers and our thanks to all those
supporters without whom these activities could not happen.
Another important anniversary is highlighted in this issue the Centenary
of the oyal Air Force in
. ur special feature underlines the vital role
the AF plays and the wide array of careers. We are also delighted that Dennis
uilenburg, C , oeing, found the time to provide an inspirational insight into
his career. Another honour has been meeting our cover star, Shaesta Wai , who
became a world record breaker in
as the youngest female pilot to complete
a solo round-the-world flight. From humble beginnings, Shaesta s courage and
determination is truly inspiring.
ou will find more fantastic case studies and interviews throughout the
maga ine, including ick oss of
Aerospace, Will Avison of SST and
Adele ammarano of ondon atwick Airport. ur technology features focus
on the impact of digital transformation on the sector as well as developments in
electrical aircraft design. enny ody, first female President of the AeS also talks to
us about her career and passion to help improve diversity and inclusion in aerospace.
Finally, the value of networking is a recurring theme throughout the
maga ine. etting involved in professional bodies like ours is a great way to
learn more about the industry and develop your skills and contacts. We hope this
issue inspires you to begin your aviation ourney with us and we look forward to
supporting you along the way.
Rosalind Azouzi
Head of Skills and Careers, Royal Aeronautical Society
rosalind.azouzi@aerosociety.com
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VIEW FROM THE TOP
The strength of UK aerospace and aviation puts it in a strong position to overcome future
challenges writes Colin Smith CBE HonFRAeS, Chair, Aerospace Growth Partnership.

2

017 is sure to go down in history as a
demanding year for businesses in many
industries in the UK. With the uncertainty
brought about by the vote to leave the
European Union (EU), combined with a
challenging economic environment, people are looking
for a strong industry in which progress is being made. The
UK’s aerospace industry is making a major contribution
to continued growth and prosperity in every part of
the country, setting an example to follow in boosting
productivity and competing successfully around the world,
whist maintaining the UK’s position as the second largest
contributor to the global aerospace industry, behind only
the USA. We embrace and drive leading use of digital
technology in all areas of our business, as well as having a
constant drive to improve environmental performance.
The aerospace manufacturing sector directly employs
120,000 people in the UK, delivering high value jobs for
a highly skilled workforce, and supports a further 118,000
jobs indirectly. With production rates rising around the
world and 2016 setting new records for aircraft deliveries,
UK aerospace output has grown by 39 per cent since
2011 with annual turnover now reaching nearly £32bn.
This is clearly recognised by the UK Government, with
£3.9bn of joint funding in the Aerospace Technology
Institute supporting cutting edge technological innovation
that keeps the UK aerospace sector a global leader in its
field. This is as a direct result of the e cellent working
relationship which has been developed between ADS,
the Premier Trade Organisation for companies in the
UK Aerospace, Defence, Security and Space Sectors,
and Government, resulting in the Aerospace Growth
Partnership (AGP).
The AGP was established in 2010 as a vehicle to
tackle barriers to growth, boost exports and grow the
number of high value jobs in the UK and secure the
future of the UK aerospace industry for the next 20 years
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Colin Smith CBE HonFRAeS,
Chair of the Aerospace Growth
Partnership.

THE AEROSPACE
MANUFACTURING
SECTOR
DIRECTLY
EMPLOYS 120,000
PEOPLE IN THE
UK, DELIVERING
HIGH VALUE
JOBS FOR A
HIGHLY SKILLED
WORKFORCE,
AND SUPPORTS A
FURTHER 118,000
JOBS INDIRECTLY.

and beyond. This has not only led to a step change in the
relationship between Government and industry, it has also
encouraged UK companies to co-operate more closely in
addressing problems that affect the sector as a whole, with
the commitment of over 80 senior business leaders as
well as resource from the UK Government’s Department
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and
full-time secondees from industry. At present, the AGP
is made up of four working groups looking at Strategy,
Manufacturing, Skills and Supply Chain, which meet on
a monthly basis to discuss the issues pertinent to their
respective areas.
Important issues for the aerospace industry in the
UK range from the manufacturing of both large and small
components for a range of the world’s leading aircraft
manufacturers, to the operation of aeroplanes both in
the UK’s airports and the skies above, and everything
in between. This gives a wide and copious number of
options when it comes to careers in both the aerospace
and aviation sectors, dependent on a person’s skills and
interests. One thing that becomes a recurring theme is
the STEM subjects; regardless of your ambition within
this sector, a solid background in these subjects (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) will be of
great benefit.
Aerospace offers a number of career paths for those
interested in engineering, from craft apprenticeships
which require only GCSEs as prerequisites, through
to engineering apprenticeships, graduates schemes and
beyond. These provide interested parties with copious
options dependent on their career ambitions and
backgrounds. There are also plenty of opportunities for
career progression, with companies willing to invest in
their employees. The new RAeS Careers in Aerospace
website, developed in collaboration with ADS, is an
excellent starting point for anybody wanting to know
more.

GENERATION TALENT

Nick Goss, Technology Project Engineer and
AGP Skills Working Group Secondee
GKN Aerospace
My interest in aviation was sparked at a young age and I quickly
became interested in the aerospace industry and associated world
of engineering. My grandfather was an aeronautical engineer,
and some of my earliest memories are of visiting him at work and
sitting in the cockpit of aeroplanes undergoing maintenance. These
memories motivated me to strive towards my current career path
as an engineer. Whilst I had the academic ability to go to university
and study engineering, I felt that an apprenticeship would offer me
a richer opportunity to develop my skills and understanding as an
engineer. I had completed my A-levels (Maths, Physics and Further
Maths) and decided to take a year out from studying. During this
year, I researched many apprenticeship schemes and came across
one run by GKN Aerospace in Filton. I had heard of GKN as they
had a facility in Portsmouth, my home city, and looking at their
website drew me further towards this option. GKN Aerospace
currently employs 18,000 people in more than 54 manufacturing
locations in 14 countries, with sales of more than $3.4bn. We
work with all major aircraft and engine manufacturers, who rely on
our advanced technologies to improve the performance of more
than 100,000 flights every day. Our Filton facility forms a part of
the Aerostructures group, and focuses on design, research and
development, production of large structural assemblies, high speed
machining of complex structural components and the production of
aircraft systems, such as fuel, pneumatic and hydraulics.
The first year of my apprenticeship was spent at college
developing practical hand skills alongside the Fitting apprentices.
I gained an excellent understanding of how both metal and
composite components are manufactured and assembled. This
culminated in the completion of a Level 3 NVQ in Performing
Engineering Operations. Alongside this, one day a week was
spent working towards a Foundation Degree in Mechanical
Engineering. This day release continued in years two and three of
my apprenticeship, during which time the remainder of the week
was spent completing broad-based business rotations. It was a

GKN

GKN

CASE STUDY

comprehensive two-year programme during which I spent time
with a wide variety of functions within the business both at Filton
and Western Approach, with placements in design, stress analysis,
materials and process and manufacturing engineering, as well as
on the shop floor, here, understanding how the skills I learnt during
my first year at college are used to manufacture and assemble
aircraft components. Throughout my apprenticeship, I have also
been lucky enough to participate in a number of initiatives which I
would not have otherwise had the opportunity to, including working
with colleagues from across the global GKN group on a 'Future
Thinking' initiative, as well as encouraging STEM learning at both
the Farnborough International Airshow in 2016, and Formula
Student events at Silverstone in 2016 and 2017.
Since completing my apprenticeship, I have moved into a new
role working for the Technology team at Filton. This team looks
at what can be done to improve the current manufacturing
processes on site through the development and implementation
of new technologies. In addition to this, I am also seconded to
the Aerospace Growth Partnership (AGP) Skills Working Group,
giving me a fantastic opportunity to work with the wider UK
aerospace sector to ensure that we are developing the correct
skills pipeline for the industry. I have been able to meet and work
with senior people from all of the major aerospace companies in
the UK, as well as societies such as the RAeS and EDT who do
exciting work in encouraging young people in to engineering. I am
also working to complete my BEng and longer term, completing an
engineering Chartership.
For any readers considering a career in aerospace engineering,
I cannot recommend the industry highly enough. It has given me
opportunities that I would not have believed possible, and has
invested in my development, both as an engineer and a person. If I
could give young people some advice, it would be to work hard in
the STEM subjects at both school and college to ensure that they
have a good base knowledge of these topics, in addition to getting
hands-on experience of practical engineering applications. This
could be anything from building models to completing formal work
experience, but it will ensure that you stand out when applying for
jobs in this industry. Not only this, but you will also discover that
engineering is fun!

For more information on GKN Aerospace, please visit www.gkn.com/aerospace, or for careers at GKN,
please see http://www.gkn.com/en/careers/
@aerosociety
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ENTRY ROUTES | OVERVIEW

HIGH
FLIERS

Career lift off with our guide to key entry routes
into aerospace and aviation

T

he UK is home to over 40 universities with
specialist aerospace and aviation courses.
UK aerospace employers also have a
strong tradition in apprenticeships which
are currently seeing renewed investment
and, along with the UK’s internationally recognised safety
record and top-class flight training schools, there is no
better place to launch your career.
Which route will you take? Apprenticeship or
university? Aerospace design or aircraft maintenance?
Flight deck, cabin crew or business operations? Fasten
your seat belts and begin your careers journey with our
insight into key entry routes into aerospace and aviation.

University route
Many people begin their careers in designing, developing
and testing aerospace products by studying a degree in
aeronautical engineering or related fields such as avionics,
space, mechanical, systems or materials engineering.
There are over 30 highly respected aerospace/aeronautical
engineering degrees in the UK, many of which have been
accredited by the Royal Aeronautical Society.
Following university, many graduates will go on to
join graduate schemes of large aerospace manufacturers
and equipment providers, or OEMs (Original Equipment
Manufacturers), such as Airbus, Rolls-Royce, Safran
Landing Systems, Cobham or Leonardo, as well as with
engineering consultancies such as Atkins and Fraser Nash.
The UK space industry is also growing rapidly,
offering varied career opportunities such as mission
ground control, satellite design and manufacture, space
exploration vehicles, instrumentation and software as well
as a growing number of ‘start-up’ companies specialising
in space tech and equipment. Key employers include
SSTL, CGI, Inmarsat, Airbus Defence and Space and the
Harwell Campus in Oxfordshire is home to many space
entrepreneurs.
There are also hundreds of smaller aerospace firms
which make up the OEMs’ supply chain. They can
recruit graduates into direct entry roles specialising in
one particular field of engineering such as aerodynamics,
materials, structures, component manufacture or
certification. Some graduates also look to oin the
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Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO)
divisions of airlines, manufacturers
or independent MRO providers,
usually in quality assurance,
planning, or engineering
management roles.
Both British Airways
Engineering and Virgin
Atlantic run excellent graduate schemes - although may
not recruit year on year - while some airlines advertise
positions for Flight Operations Engineers with aerospace
graduates in mind.
To access most engineering degrees you will need
to have A Levels or equivalent (such as Scottish Highers
or BTEC Engineering) in Maths, Physics and another
subject. Some universities offer foundation programmes
for those without the prerequisite subjects to acquire the
underpinning knowledge needed for the degree.

MEng or BEng? Aerospace or
aeronautical? MSc?
The content of most UK aerospace and aeronautical
engineering degrees tends to be similar although you
may find some universities have particular specialism
following their research links, such as composite materials,
aerodynamics or manufacturing processes.
Some employers demand an MEng degree as the
integrated aster s ualification provides the educational
Futures Day showcases the world of aerospace opportunities.

requirement
for Chartered
Engineering status.
However, most also
accept a BEng with
separate MSc which you may
prefer if you wish to specialise
in a particular aeronautical field
at postgraduate level. Many employers may provide MSc
study support, such as study time or even tuition fee
contributions, to their staff entering with BEng. The
Royal Aeronautical Society also provides a limited number
of scholarships through its Centennial Scholarship Fund
for
ng and Sc study in relevant fields.

Aircraft engineering

Degree outcome
For industrial placement and graduate applications,
in addition to demonstrating academic ability (and for
many graduate schemes, a 2:1 degree outcome will be a
minimum requirement), having the right personal skills
– such as teamwork, communication, problem-solving,
initiative – is equally important; they will be tested
throughout the selection process. In fact, ‘human’ skills
are becoming even more important, particularly empathy
and ‘emotional intelligence’, as teams become more
agile and working practices more collaborative and
customer-centric.
Areas outside university such as a work placement,
part-time jobs, extra-curricular activities and volunteering
can all support your personal development and provide
great evidence of your skills to employers. Therefore,
throughout your studies make the most of opportunities
which come your way.
Some employers also take A Level results and/
or UCAS points into account, even for graduate roles,
and may have tougher entrance requirements than
university, particularly if they are filtering high volumes of
applications – if you didn’t get the results planned ensure
you seek advice from a careers advisor.

APPRENTICESHIPS
ARE PERHAPS
THE MOST
VALUED ROUTE
INTO THE FIELD;
THEY INCLUDE
A PERIOD OF
EXTENDED INHOUSE AND/OR
COLLEGE-BASED
WORKSHOP
TRAINING
TO DEVELOP
Manufacturing apprenticeships
TOOLING
SKILLS, AS WELL Aerospace OEMs, such as Airbus, Rolls-Royce and BAE
Systems, have a strong tradition in offering high quality
AS WORKING
apprenticeships focused on manufacturing and testing
ALONGSIDE
intricate, complex components and systems, working with
existing and emerging technologies to bring aerospace
QUALIFIED
designs to life. Recent work on new ‘Trailblazer’ standards
ENGINEERS
for apprenticeships across the sector is reinforcing the
LEARNING ‘ON
high standards of training and ualifications aerospace is
THE JOB’
known for - many of today’s senior executives began their
@aerosociety
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careers
as apprentices.
This work has led to the
development of apprenticeships at all
levels, including Degree and Postgraduate routes.
Therefore you may even be able to start employment
before you get your degree and study while you work,
with tuition fees picked up by your employer.
Many SMEs also offer apprenticeships and have
been involved in developing the new Trailblazer
standards. Some large aerospace manufacturers also
‘over train’ apprentices on behalf of SMEs in their
supply chain.
A good educational grounding in relevant subjects,
including Maths, Science and Design & Technology, at
GCSE and/or A Level/equivalent standard, depending
on which apprenticeship level you enter, is essential.
However, competition for places is high - over 2,000
visitors attend the Airbus Open Day each year!

Aircraft maintenance with a Maintenance, Repair and
Overhaul (MRO) provider offers an alternative route
which is particularly suited to those who like the idea of
working closely with aircraft in service, who are very
practical and able to use specialist tools to high levels
of accuracy. UK aircraft engineers usually work towards
ac uiring the appropriate ASA licence for their field
– such as A, B1 or B2 – and work for either an airline
maintenance division, independent MRO provider, or
after-sales division of a manufacturer.
Apprenticeships are perhaps the most valued route
into the field they include a period of e tended in-house
and/or college-based workshop training to develop
tooling skills, as well as working alongside ualified
engineers learning ‘on the job’ with additional college
and tailored training to acquire both national vocational
ualifications and the A icence. Providers include
Monarch Aircraft Engineering, Virgin Atlantic, Flybe,
British Airways, Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group,
Gama Aviation, Harrods Aviation, and others. The RAF,
REME and Royal Navy also offers schemes for schoolleavers and many military technicians go in to civil aircraft
maintenance after their military career. Again, there is high
competition for apprenticeship places.
Some universities now offer aircraft maintenance
courses as an alternative route, working closely with
employers giving you the opportunity to gain relevant,
supervised experience. However, the academic route is a
not a guaranteed fast-track into licensed engineering roles –
gaining practical experience and excellent craft skills remain
a must – but could also offer alternative related careers such
as maintenance planning and scheduling, quality assurance
or management, where there is much potential for growth
as advanced technologies such as composites, improved
aircraft reliability and competition from new players
increase market complexity.

www.aerosociety.com / www.careersinaerospace.com
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Q&A at the RAeS Ballantyne 2017
careers awareness event for 14-18
year-olds.

If you take a university route with the aim of a hands-on
engineering role, while studying, preserve and develop
your hand skills not only through practical activities in your
modules but also via work experience in MRO, or use your
leisure time to develop hand skills: you could volunteer on
an aircraft restoration project, rebuild an ‘old banger’ car
or motorbike or volunteer at a local flying club. ack at
school, subjects like Design & Technology can really help
acquire an early aptitude for working with tools. A strong
grounding of Maths and Science for entry both on to
apprenticeships or university routes is also important.

in health prevents you from flying passengers, or you wish
to move into managerial /training roles, later down the line.
Remember: all commercial pilots must obtain the Civil
Aviation Authority CAA Class
edical Certificate to
fly passengers and you should apply prior to starting any
training, to ensure you meet the medical criteria. Without it,
your training will be for nothing.
Becoming a pilot through the Royal Air Force, Royal
Navy or Army Air Corps also avoids high training costs.
The selection criteria, particularly medical, are tougher
and the work means flying in difficult conditions, be they
conflict ones, rescue or humanitarian missions but many
military pilots go on to successful careers as airline pilots or
instructors, or into other e citing fields such as flight test.
HCAP have also developed a Flight Instructor
Certificate Scholarships recruiting and retaining dedicated
flight instructors is an essential part of the pilot pipeline
and this offers a fantastic career path.

Servitisation

Business and operations

Servicing, preventative maintenance and repair is also a
growing trend with original equipment manufacturers,
following the success of Rolls-Royce's now famous ‘power
by the hour’ business model and the growth of Big Data,
sensors and health monitoring systems. Sometimes referred
to as ‘servitisation’ by employers, expect to see growing
opportunities with many engineering design firms, from
airframers to component suppliers, in the future.

Many colleges and universities have introduced courses
in airport and airline operations and related fields of
management. As with many vocationally-focused
programmes, these can work best for you if you have
work e perience in the same field, such as cabin crew,
passenger services, ground handling or flight operations,
alongside your studies to help you get both the academic
underpinning and practical experience to make you stand
out in a competitive market where graduate programmes
are scarcer than in other sectors. Experiencing the industry
and passenger experience from the ground up will enhance
your graduate employment prospects.
Apprenticeship programmes are also increasing in
these areas, particularly for industry-specific roles. citing
new schemes include Airside Operations, Aviation Ground
Operator, Ground Specialist and Operations Manager
programmes. Meanwhile, many airlines and aerospace
manufacturers offer Business Apprenticeships, notably
British Airways, BAE Systems and MBDA, which also
focus on the specific needs of these companies which
operate in complex markets.

Hand skills development

Flight deck
The long-term outlook for pilot recruitment, as outlined
in annual market surveys such as Boeing’s, predicts a
large shortfall of available pilots to meet airline needs.
However, in recent years, with the exception of Aer Lingus
and Cathay Pacific, the absence of airline-sponsored
pilot training has persisted and most commercial pilot
trainees continue to self-fund, fully financing their training
costs and choosing between taking the ‘integrated’ route
(intensive training from scratch through to frozen ATPL)
or the ‘modular’ route (which can be completed at a slower
pace, usually cheaper). Many airlines, although not all, state
a preference for integrated pilot training programmes.
owever, this is a difficult option given huge costs of
around £100K+, and the increasing requirement for early
career pilots to also cover the type-rating from many
airlines, so do seek impartial advice from organisations like
the RAeS, BALPA or the Honourable Company of Air
Pilots (HCAP). Organisations like Kura Aviation are also
focusing on programmes to support modular pilots into
flying roles. The P route also offers potentially a more
affordable route, with airline support built in.
Many universities also offer a pilot training element to
their programme (from PPL through to full commercial
pilot’s licence and ratings) – in both aerospace engineering
and air transport management fields which may be a
good way to ‘test the waters’ while getting a back-up career
such as aeronautical engineering, technology or aviation
operations and management if you are unsure, or a change
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THE THE LONGTERM OUTLOOK
FOR PILOT
RECRUITMENT,
AS OUTLINED
IN ANNUAL
MARKET
SURVEYS SUCH
AS BOEING’S,
PREDICTS
A LARGE
SHORTFALL
OF AVAILABLE
PILOTS TO
MEET AIRLINE
NEEDS.

Summary
Aerospace and aviation are continually evolving and all
aspects - from aerospace design, to maintenance and
operations - depend on skilled and motivated people to
bring the technology to life. There really is something for
everyone!
More information, including comprehensive
descriptions of the key fields in aerospace and aviation,
entry routes and ualification re uirements, as well as
employer and course listings are available on the Careers
in Aerospace website. The Royal Aeronautical Society
also offers free and impartial careers advice, including a
1-2-1 service, and can help answer any questions you have
regarding training, job search, university, employment
and apprenticeships applications as well as links to other
organisations which can help.

Useful contacts
RAeS Careers team:
T: + 44 (0) 20 7670 4326/5
E: careers@aerosociety.com

Useful links
www.careersinaerospace.com
www.careersthatmove.co.uk
www.hcap.org
www.balpa.org.

20 July

2018

Getting careers in aerospace
off to a flying start!
Reserve your FREE tickets today!

Visit: www.adsgroup.org.uk/futuresday
t: +44 (0) 20 7091 7800 e: futuresday@adsgroup.org.uk

CAREERS | RAF 100

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE

100 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE
The Royal Air Force is celebrating its 100th anniversary in 2018 with young people
at the heart of the celebrations. Offering many fantastic career pathways, Wing
Commander MIKE BROWN, RAF 100 STEM Programme Director, explains more.

T

he Royal Air Force was formed on 1 April
1918, at a time when aviation was still in its
infancy. As the world s first independent
air force, the RAF has set the standards
for other nations to follow. During its first
century, leading-edge technology operated by generations
of professional, highly trained RAF personnel have
consistently proved to be a winning combination.
The RAF Roundel is recognised around the world
as being synonymous with courage, achievement and
innovation. The RAF is rightly proud of its illustrious
history of excellence in delivering air and space power,
and of the extraordinary talent and professionalism that
our people have demonstrated time and again - from two
World Wars, through the Cold War and the Falklands, to
more recent conflicts in the iddle ast.
The strength and resilience of previous generations
have provided a benchmark for the Servicemen and
Servicewomen who have followed them. Innovation,
improvement and an ability to adapt quickly rank among
the RAF’s greatest strengths – continually evolving and
adopting new technologies to meet emerging strategic
challenges.
Today, the AF remains part of the ations first line
of defence. Our global reach also enables us to quickly
undertake humanitarian aid and disaster relief tasks
anywhere in the world; and when the need arises, we will
support British civil authorities in times of natural disaster
or other emergencies.

TODAY’S ROYAL AIR FORCE
Today’s modern Royal Air Force is the UK’s aerial,
peacekeeping and fighting force. The people who
work in the RAF are full-time Regulars as well as full
and part-time Reservists, originating from hugely
diverse backgrounds and working side-by-side to make
a difference at home and abroad. When it comes to
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recruitment, the RAF’s focus is on attracting the best
personnel and ensuring that they are offered fulfilling
careers that maximise their potential and recognise their
achievements.
The unique skills and values that diverse individuals
bring to the RAF make a hugely important contribution
in enhancing our operational outputs. Whether at home
supporting our communities or overseas on operations,
we know that our true strength lies in the diversity of our
people. Whatever your academic background, there are a
range of great opportunities in the RAF. Some require
no ualifications, while others re uire specialist skills,
higher ualifications and or a degree.
The RAF has more than 60 roles with a wide
range of career development opportunities. We employ
everyone from Chefs and Photographers to Cyberspace
Communications Specialists, Linguists, Doctors and Pilots.
One route to joining is as an RAF Apprentice. This
provides an opportunity to gain a UK-recognised trade
ualification as well as an entry path into a challenging
and unique career. The RAF is a Top 100 apprenticeship
provider, has the best apprenticeship completion rate of
any national employer over
and is FST D rated
‘Outstanding’. Not only will you gain a civilian recognised
professional ualification, but upon completion you ll also
have a guaranteed ob in your chosen field. ou ll receive
the very best training and as well as getting paid to learn,
you’ll have the chance to travel the world, play sport,
participate in adventurous training and perform a vital
national role.
oreover, should you have the appropriate
ualifications you could apply for a Commission and
become an fficer in a wide range of branches, including
ngineering, Intelligence, Air attle anagement or Air
Traffic Control, among others.
Whatever your role, the Royal Air Force is committed
to investing in every one of its truly valued personnel.

WE EMPLOY
EVERYONE FROM
CHEFS AND
PHOTOGRAPHERS
TO CYBERSPACE
COMMUNICATIONS
SPECIALISTS,
LINGUISTS,
DOCTORS AND
PILOTS.

LIFE WITH THE RED ARROWS IS NO
ORDINARY JOB FOR ELLIE

All images: MoD

CASE STUDY
Ellie, Aircraft Mechanic, Red Arrows
When Ellie decided that A-Levels weren’t for her at the age of 17, she
began to look at other options. 18 months later and she finds herself
working as an Aircraft Mechanic with the world famous RAF Aerobatic
Team – the Red Arrows. So how did everything change so quickly? And
what’s next for a young servicewoman with the world at her feet?
Read Ellie’s story below…
I left education at the age of 17 after finishing my first year of A-Levels and
deciding education was just no longer for me. Two years later and I find
myself working with the Red Arrows!
After applying to join the RAF I completed a 10 week basic training course
at RAF Halton, which taught me standard military skills and set me up for the
next stage of my career. Before I got my first proper posting (job) with the
RAF, I also completed a six month trade training course which taught me the
technical side of the job. The courses set you up for the rest of your career
and taught me everything I needed to know, which meant I didn’t require an
engineering or technical background before joining.
I was posted straight to the Red Arrows at the end of my training, which
was a complete shock but a posting that I was very happy with. Currently I
am travelling all over the world with the team and am mainly involved in the
servicing of the aircraft; working alongside the engineers.
My family are extremely proud that I decided to join the RAF and my dad
loves that I am part of the Red Arrows, so is forever talking about it or posting
things on social media!
In the future I want to continue to travel with the RAF – both overseas and
around the UK. I am only 19, so still have my whole career ahead of me. If I
could choose my next posting it would be to a squadron to work on fast-jets
such as Lossiemouth in Scotland, where they have both the Tornado and
Typhoon. But for now I am more than happy travelling to countries I have
never been to before with the Red Arrows.
You can watch Ellie’s story and a whole host of other clips now on the RAF
Recruitment website by simply searching ‘RAF No Ordinary Job’.
To find out more visit the RAF website: www.raf.mod.uk/recruitment
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ADVICE | WORK EXPERIENCE

WORK YOUR WAY UP
Work experience doesn’t have to be work experience! Aerospace and aviation comes
in all shapes and sizes offering lots of opportunities to gain relevant experience to help
build your CV explains ROSALIND AZOUZI.

From left to right: David Wilson
FRAeS, with pupils at FAST
Museum, Farnborough; Jet
Age Museum, Cheltenham;
Samuel Cody display at FAST
Museum; Building a light aircraft,
G-EGCA as part of the Schools
Build-a-Plane Challenge; Redhill
Aerodrome.

Y

ou may be a student or recent graduate,
or thinking about a sideways move
into an aerospace or aviation related
career. Work experience is one of the
best ways to find out more about your
chosen career path, make useful contacts and build
up your CV. However, it isn’t always easy to obtain.
Here we suggest different ways you can develop your
experience and help your career take off!

Internships and Work Placements
Internships take many forms, from summer
placements to one-year ‘sandwich’ placements, usually
aimed at undergraduate university students who have
completed two years of their degree (sometimes after
year three if on an MEng programme). They usually
follow the same application patterns as graduate
employment schemes, with online application forms
which open in the previous Autumn and close by
December.
However, some companies, particularly smaller
firms S
s , may be more fle ible, with less
restrictions on who can apply and later application
dates, requesting CVs and covering letters. They will
often advertise opportunities through their local
college or university so enrol with the careers service
to avoid missing any vacancies.
You can also try making ‘speculative’ applications,
applying to companies who may not be advertising
placements but might be convinced. You could suggest
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undertaking a specific pro ect or providing cover
during the summer when key staff may be on holiday.

Airfields and flying clubs
Airworthiness and safety are the cornerstone of aviation
and aerospace. Understanding safety management
systems and aircraft maintenance procedures are essential
for maintenance-related roles but developing a safety
mindset is invaluable for any aerospace or aviation role.
However, accessing placements with airports, airlines and
MRO providers can be tricky due to restrictions on age
and airside security requirements.
Why not try a flying club Aviation is not ust a
business but a hobby to thousands, and around the
there are many aerodromes with busy flying clubs
who could offer experience, giving you an insight
into flight operations, maintenance, CAA regulations,
airworthiness systems and so on. Whether a two-seater
microlight or
-seat passenger et, the focus on safety
and accountability doesn’t change.
Furthermore, if the aerodrome is close to an area
where there is a high density of aero employees, such as
a ma or airport or cluster of aerospace manufacturers,
you may make useful connections. Many engineers,
aviation professionals and even commercial pilots en oy
flying for fun in their spare time. And general aviation
itself offers many great career pathways.

Heritage and restoration projects
Many people are passionate about aviation history.

Across the UK are many aviation heritage museums
- Imperial War Museum, Duxford; RAF Museums
Hendon and Cosford; Yorkshire Air Museum,
lvington Fleet Air Arm useum, eovilton FAST
Museum Farnborough; Jet Age Museum, Cheltenham
and the recently opened Bristol Aero Collection, to
name a few. Museums sometimes need volunteers to get
involved in aircraft restoration pro ects offering a great
way to develop soft skills such as teamwork, pro ect
management, hand skills and an insight into engineering
design. Again, other volunteers may be working in
aerospace by day, and the work can be very en oyable
and a real talking point on your CV.

Competitions
From the Flying Start Challenge to Fly our Ideas,
there are many fantastic aerospace competitions out
there for all ages with great prizes! Taking part is not
ust about winning, you will develop your teamworking
and innovation skills and have opportunities to network
at regional heats or finals. And if you do well, you also
help increase the reputation of your school/college/
university to potential employers.

Committees, groups and networks
Another good way to develop your employability
skills is through oining local committees, groups and
networks. This could be a oyal Aeronautical Society
AeS local ranch, a student society or you could
even start your own group. Active participation, such
@aerosociety
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as organising events, will develop your skills and put
you in touch with all kinds of people to enhance your
CV.

Schools outreach
Concerned about lower numbers of young people
taking Science, Technology, ngineering and aths
sub ects, employers often send their staff into schools
to promote the career pathways that these sub ects can
lead to. Therefore, supporting school outreach activities
is relevant for future roles in the industry as well
helping develop your communication skills and show
your community spirit. The AeS has many school
events you could support.

Make the most of part-time jobs
If you are unable to take on voluntary work, or
have been unsuccessful in securing an internship
or work placement, don’t panic! All work will give
you transferable skills – even if outside aerospace
or aviation, so don’t be afraid to highlight part-time
obs in retail or hospitality, or other volunteering
community activities. Employers want to see that you
understand customers, can work independently and
in a team, are responsible, financially independent,
can think creatively and have emotional intelligence.
These can come from any working environment, so
make the most of what experience you do have, and
don’t be afraid to use these examples to highlight
your talents.
www.aerosociety.com / www.careersinaerospace.com
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SPONSORED CONTENT / AIRCRAFT DESIGN

SPOTLIGHT ON
AIRWORTHINESS
Ryan Murphy, Airworthiness Engineer at Britten-Norman gives us an insight into
working for the UK’s only whole aircraft manufacturer.
Ryan, please tell us more about the
company you work for

a little bit of everything and develop a real breadth and
depth of knowledge.

Britten-Norman is the UK’s only commercial aircraft
manufacturer. Founded in the
s our first flight was
in
. Today we produce multiple variants including
the Islander, a -seater aircraft which is sold around the
world. We are a lot more than that now though In fact,
my boss likes to say we do everything that A or oeing
do, but on a smaller scale We have a site in Southampton
where our design office is based and where I work.

How did you apply for your role?

Where are your customers based?
uite literally around the world, pretty much the only
country we don t have operators in is ussia. We have
customers in the S, Caribbean, Pacific, Australia and
across urope. ur aircraft are used for all kinds of
purposes from commuter hops to police and surveillance,
insect control, air ambulance and skydiving.

What does your role entail?
I work in airworthiness and certification. For e ample,
when a modification to an aircraft is introduced, such as a
new cockpit, I help ensure it is compliant with regulatory
re uirements and come up with evidence to demonstrate
compliance to the authorities. As ritten- orman is an
S , it s a really varied role. For e ample at the moment
I am investigating new engines and working with different
suppliers on performance, fit, weight and potential
benefits to customers.

What do you enjoy most about your work?
I really en oy the mi and diversity that ritten- orman
offers day-to-day. ou get to liaise with stress, structural,
mechanical and systems engineers which you wouldn t
necessarily get in a larger manufacturer and learn to do
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I REALLY ENJOY
THE MIX AND
DIVERSITY
THAT BRITTENNORMAN
OFFERS DAY-TODAY

I completed my education in Australia, doing a double
degree in Mechanical Engineering and Aerospace
Technology at Monash University, Melbourne. I was an
RAeS student member and got tickets for an air show
in Melbourne where Marshall Aerospace and Design
Group were exhibiting. I spoke to the representatives and
managed to get an internship at their Cambridge site in
the UK. During my time in the UK, again through my
RAeS membership I managed to secure Farnborough Air
Show tickets and visited the Britten-Norman stand and
gave them by CV. Now I have been at the company for six
years. I was also lucky enough to get tuition fee support
through the MSc Aero Bursary scheme and Brittenorman to attend Cranfield niversity, completing an
MSc in Aircraft Vehicle Design.

What advice would you give someone
considering a career in aerospace
engineering?
I would really recommend it; in fact we have a number of
graduates at the moment who are make up an important
part of the design office There are so many options and
you can work all over the world. It is also a relatively small
industry, once you start going to air shows you can easily
get to know people and make contacts. Also remember
there are more than just three or four big companies you
can work for; there are many more opportunities to get a
diverse range of experience in a company such as BrittenNorman. It really helps to network and build your contacts
for the future.
www.britten-norman.com

© Copyright
Britten-Norman Ltd

PRODUCING AIRCRAFT.
BUILDING CAREERS.
This is your opportunity to have a successful, challenging
and varied career with a pioneer in British aviation with over
six decades of experience. We’re the UK’s only EASA A2
approved commercial aircraft manufacturer. At Britten-Norman
we have extensive experience in avionic and mechanical
systems design, structural analysis, systems integration,
technical publications and flight trials, test and evaluation.
You’ll be an integral part in our company – helping us create
iconic British products for clients around the globe.
We’re always looking for talented individuals in a range
of positions, from designers and engineers to technicians.
We also encourage entry through our apprenticeship and
undergraduate programmes.
For current vacancies, please visit
britten-norman.com/recruitment
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INTERVIEW | LEADERSHIP

LEADING EDGE
Dennis Muilenburg, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer of
Boeing talks to us about his rise from intern to leading one of the world’s most
iconic aerospace companies, and what the future holds for jobs and growth.

How did you get your start at Boeing, and what
keeps you motivated after more than three
decades with the company?
My career journey started back in Ames, Iowa, on
the campus of Iowa State University where I was earning
my degree in aerospace engineering. I was offered an
internship working for Boeing in Washington State
during the summer of my junior year. So, I packed up my
1982 Chevy Monte Carlo and made the 1,800-mile trek
to Seattle. That summer, I had an incredible hands-on
engineering experience, working on things like windtunnel testing, supporting a variety of commercial airplane
and defence programmes. At the end of the summer, I
signed a letter of intent to return to Boeing as a full-time
employee after graduating.
In the 31 years since then, I’ve worked in most areas
of Boeing, from commercial airplanes to defence, space
and security, and all over the country. And regardless of
the job I held, I’ve found myself in tough, challenging
assignments that tested my leadership skills and demanded
my very best effort.
Our industry — of which Boeing has been a part for
more than 100 years — was built by people who dared
to dream big and challenge the notion of what’s possible.
It’s that spirit of adventure and wonder as well as the
opportunity to be a part of something bigger than oneself
that motivated me to join Boeing straight out of college,
and it’s what continues to inspire me today.
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Boeing team members host a
Q&A with Dennis Muilenburg.

WE KNOW THAT
LIVES LITERALLY
DEPEND ON
THE WORK THAT
WE DO, AND
THAT DEMANDS
THE UTMOST
INTEGRITY IN
HOW WE DO IT.

What are some of the key skills you look for
in a Boeing team member, and what advice
do you have for early career people looking to
advance in the aerospace industry?
Boeing employees do amazing things every day:
solving complex engineering and manufacturing
challenges, delivering superior value to customers,
providing best-in-class service capabilities, and imagining
the next great product or process innovation.
We need individuals who are prepared with the
technical knowledge, skills and abilities to meet our
expectations and innovate throughout the life of an
aircraft, from design and production to services and
support. Equally important are leadership, communication
and teaming skills that are essential to our collaborative
work environment.
We place a high value on engineering and science
fundamentals management, business and financial
acumen; an ability to think both critically and creatively;
and the capacity to collaborate and adapt to change. We
also place a strong emphasis on learning throughout
one’s career. Once hired, the team members most likely
to succeed are those who make a point to work on the
hardest things we do and knock them out of the park.
In a company like Boeing, that works. You earn the next
opportunity.
Ultimately, we know that lives literally depend on
the work that we do, and that demands the utmost
integrity in how we do it. That sense of excellence, with
an unwavering commitment to our leadership values, is
something that we expect and emphasise for every Boeing
team member.
As a provider of products and services to the
armed forces, including in the UK, what is
Boeing’s approach to hiring veterans?
We value veterans as part of our team because
they bring leadership, integrity and critical skills that are
unique to their military experience. These qualities are
strong complements to the important work that we do,
and we are fortunate to have veterans and military family
members on our team.
We work diligently as a company to recruit veterans,
and to make it easy for them to match their skills and
experiences to the work we do.

In addition, our support of military members and
veterans goes beyond Boeing products and services to
include investment and engagement with military families
and communities. For example, in the UK we have
established a network for all employees to support veterans
and reservists in our workforce, and we also work with
community partners, such as the Air League, to provide
flying scholarships for wounded former service personnel.
Does Boeing recruit for sites outside the USA?
With international sales at the heart of our business
growth—almost 80 percent of Boeing's backlog is for
customers outside the United States—it is necessary for
us to continue developing partnerships that benefit our
customers and business partners as well as local economies.
As a result, we have employees in 65 countries supporting
our products and services and leveraging the global supply
chain to tap the best technologies the world has to offer.
As an example, direct employment at Boeing in
the UK to support local airline, military and security
customers has doubled since 2011, to 2,200. Our spending
with suppliers in the UK has tripled over the same time
period, supporting 16,500 jobs in the British tier-one
supply chain. In addition, Boeing began construction
in September 2017 on a new fabrication facility in
Sheffield our first manufacturing site in urope. It
will produce actuators, supporting global growth and
competitiveness for the company and enabling access to
UK talent and capability. Additional plans are in place
for a facility to support the oyal Air Force P- A fleet at
RAF Lossiemouth and for a commercial aviation services
hangar at London Gatwick Airport.
There’s a lot of competition for talent in the
global marketplace. Why would a person
choose to work at Boeing over other leading
companies?
The global competition for talent has never been more
intense. Increasingly, the aerospace industry competes with
itself as well as other sectors, including Silicon Valley, for
top talent. Staying ahead of the competition for talent is
one of our biggest challenges for the future.
That’s why we remain focused on continuing to
attract, retain and develop the best and brightest. As a
result, for the past four years Boeing has been in the top
five of the most-attractive employers among engineering
students, according to Universum’s annual
survey of job-seeking college students. We
offer our people the chance to discover,
innovate and
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WE GIVE PEOPLE
FROM MANY
TECHNICAL
BACKGROUNDS
THE
OPPORTUNITY
TO BE A PART OF
OUR MISSION.
OUR GLOBAL
TEAM INCLUDES
EXPERTS IN
A RANGE OF
ENGINEERING
AND SCIENTIFIC
DISCIPLINES
WHO WANT TO
HELP MAKE LIFE
BETTER FOR
PEOPLE ACROSS
THE PLANET

Boeing Sheffield, the company’s
first factory in Europe, is due to
open in late 2018.

make the impossible possible to improve our world. Our
mission is genuine, and our impact is enormous—as our
teammates work to connect, protect, explore and inspire
the world through aerospace innovation. For example, you
can come to Boeing right now and work on the rocket
that s going to take the first person to ars
We give people from many technical backgrounds the
opportunity to be a part of our mission. Our global team
includes e perts in a range of engineering and scientific
disciplines who want to help make life better for people
across the planet. Team members also have the opportunity
to build their own career-development plans and act on
them. To that end, we have a diverse, learning-focused
culture that encourages personal and professional growth
through technical excellence programmes, rotational
assignments, mentoring, and company-paid continuing
education and professional-development opportunities.
It’s also important to note that the aerospace industry
as a whole is in a strong position for the future. Our three
market areas — commercial airplanes, defence and space,
and services — are healthy and growing. Combined,
this represents $7.6 trillion over the next 10 years. That
includes the commercial airplanes market valued at $2.8
trillion, the defence market at $2.2 trillion and the global
services market at $2.6 trillion.
What career development programmes exist
within Boeing?
We encourage and support career development
through initiatives like our industry-leading tuition
assistance programme for employees seeking degrees or
certifications in professional fields. oeing has invested
more than $1 billion in the programme since launching it
in 1998.
We also offer rotation programmes enabling
employees to move around the company to try out
new jobs, learn new skills, widen their professional
networks and gain advancement opportunities. Each year,
thousands of current and future leaders from across our
company travel to the Boeing Leadership Center near St.
Louis, Missouri, so they can develop the skills needed to
guide our company forward.
A unique point about Boeing is that we have 809
different job titles and 560 work locations around
the world. So anyone
who’s interested

www.aerosociety.com / www.careersinaerospace.com
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in reinventing their career can do so a dozen times over
within the same company. Boeing is one company where
you can have many careers.
And we take leadership development seriously; most
of our senior leaders were promoted from within our
workforce. Our strong focus on leadership development
through established mentoring and
other career growth programmes
sets us apart.
The aerospace industry is facing
a skills crisis as fewer young people
are equipped with necessary science,
technology, engineering and math (STEM)
skills. What is Boeing doing to prepare the
next generation of aerospace workers?
A vibrant and growing economy requires a
robust pipeline of talent to lead the next generation
of innovation. From the public policies that Boeing
advocates for, to the investments we make as a company,
we’re committed to engaging the aerospace leaders of
tomorrow in the classrooms they’re in today.
We seek to inspire a new generation of leaders by
exposing them to the wonders of our industry through
primary and secondary school educational resources,
like our 100 Days of Learning centennial educational
campaign launched in 2016. In collaboration with the
science education charity Iridescent, Boeing engineers
developed hands-on STEM challenges based on real
products that can be done with standard classroom or
household materials. The challenges are available online
and Boeing engineers act as mentors from thousands of
miles away. The results have been inspiring.
Boeing also supports organizations such as FIRST
(For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology). In 2016, more than 500 Boeing employees
mentored more than 10,000 students across 22 states in
FIRST teams, encouraging an interest and excitement for
engineering and science.
In the UK, working with the Royal Aeronautical
Society, we developed the Schools Build-A-Plane
Challenge where teenagers build real, two-seater light
aircraft several have flown at the Farnborough
International Airshow in 2014 and 2016 – and with the
Air Cadets and the Air League on a similar project in
Northern Ireland to mark Boeing’s centennial in 2016 and
the RAF’s centenary in 2018, called Centennial Wings.
The government also plays an important role in
ensuring that every student from early childhood to high
school and on to post-secondary education has access to
the globally competitive, 21st century skills that employers
require. Aligning our efforts with the right government
policies and investments will ensure that students can
participate in the economy of tomorrow and secure indemand, well-paying jobs.
Will increased automation adversely affect the
need for aerospace workers in the future?
Increased use of automation actually drives a greater
need for skilled aerospace workers in the future —
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The Boeing 787-10, when fitted
with Rolls-Royce engines alongside
other contributions, is 25 percent
value-made in the UK.

workers who can design, maintain and continuously
improve the machines and tools we use. We’re investing
in automation and advanced robotics to improve
productivity, drive first-time uality, eliminate rework,
improve workplace safety and free our employees to
focus on those things most important to our customers.
For example,
we’ll build the 777X
fuselage using automated
technology to connect
fuselage panels, drilling
and filling the
approximately 50,000
fasteners that today are
installed by hand. Known as the Fuselage Assembly
Upright Build, or FAUB, the process involves robots and
automated, guided vehicles to assist skilled mechanics
who will start and complete the assembly process. The
automated system is expected to reduce build times,
improve first-time uality and keep our people safer from
workplace injuries.

WE SEEK TO
INSPIRE A NEW
GENERATION
OF LEADERS
BY EXPOSING
THEM TO THE
WONDERS OF
OUR INDUSTRY
THROUGH
PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY
SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES.

Boeing has been inspiring past, present and
future aerospace innovators for more than
100 years. With recent technological advances
in areas such as autonomous systems, do
you believe we’re on the cusp of a new era of
innovation in the industry?
There’s arguably never been a more exciting time
to be involved in our industry. With a number of
development programmes underway at Boeing, including
new commercial airplanes of all sizes, a new Air Force
refueling tanker and a new Air Force One as well as the
Space Launch System rocket, we have many reasons to be
excited about the future.
We envision the future of travel involving subsonic
efficient air travel efficient supersonic air travel lowearth orbit space travel; and ultimately deep space travel,
including the first humans stepping foot on ars. We also
envision advancements in space-based communications
and nano-satellites; autonomous systems operating
in space, in the air, on the ground, and in the sea; and
perhaps even abundant clean energy via solar satellites.
Our ability to identify, shape and harness gamechanging innovations wherever they’re developed is key
to sustaining and growing our leadership in aerospace.
To that end, in April 2017 we formed an innovation cell
called Boeing HorizonX to help uncover and accelerate
potentially transformative aerospace technologies,
manufacturing innovations and emerging business models.
Boeing HorizonX is tasked with ensuring we’re fully
engaged with opportunities from early-stage companies,
market trends and emerging technologies while fostering
more rapid and effective internal innovation. Since its
launch, we've announced venture investments focused on
-degree video augmented and virtual reality artificial
intelligence and propulsion technologies.
Today, we are bringing more innovation to the
marketplace than ever, and that will only accelerate going
forward.

School of Mechanical,
Aerospace and Civil
Engineering
www.manchester.ac.uk/mace

Undergraduate courses in Aerospace Engineering
BEng (Hons) Aerospace Engineering
MEng (Hons) Aerospace Engineering
MEng (Hons) Aerospace Engineering with Industrial Experience
MEng (Hons) Aerospace Engineering with Management

About the school
One of Europe’s leading
schools of engineering

Seventy percent of graduates
are awarded First or Upper
Second Class Honours
degrees, and about 30% go
on to higher degrees

Ranks 4th in the UK in
engineering and technology

Eighty teaching staff, about
1,000 undergraduates and
600 postgraduates, with up
to 350 undergraduate places
each year

SPACE | INSIGHT

SPACE FOR
GROWTH
The UK is investing heavily into the space industry and Tim Peake’s
successful mission to the International Space Station is just the start!

W

hen British astronaut Tim Peake
completed his six-month mission
on the International Space Station,
inspiring thousands through his
Principia educational programme,
the success of the
s space sector finally began to
capture the imagination of the general public.
The UK space sector is in fact one of the UK’s
hidden success stories. Satellite design and manufacture
is a key strength, and, with over ,
satellites orbiting
arth, that s a big market. ther strengths include
instrumentation, software, e uipment and mission
control and academia. The
overnment launched
the Space rowth Partnership in
to harness this
success and drive investment, and, with a spaceport on
the hori on,
space careers could see stellar growth in
the coming years.
Today, the space sector employs an estimated
,
people and is one the
s fastest growing
sectors, growing at an estimated . rate annually and
contributing around . bn a year to the ritish economy.
y
the aim is to reach
,
employees through
growth from established space leaders such as Airbus
Defence and Space, SST see case study , Inmarsat,
and C I as well as from growing numbers of
newer companies like eaction ngines. ore than
ever, the sector re uires talented people from a variety
of disciplines from science and engineering to business,
commercial skills and pro ect planning.
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‘New space’

TODAY, THE
SPACE SECTOR
EMPLOYS AN
ESTIMATED
28,900 PEOPLE
AND IS ONE THE
UK’S FASTEST
GROWING
SECTORS,
GROWING AT AN
ESTIMATED 7.5%
RATE ANNUALLY

A growing number of ambitious space entrepreneurs
are looking to shake up the sector, Silicon alley style, as
they launch new start-ups providing market disruptive
technology and creating new demand.
This sector is often referred to as new space with
entrepreneur-led companies focusing on solutions to the
key challenges facing space engineering and science today
– such as reducing the cost and risks of space launches;
developing reuseable launch vehicles and overcoming
restrictions on si e and shape of e uipment and payloads.
ne e ample is ford Space Systems SS ,
which is aiming to revolutionise space engineering with
clever origami engineered solutions. At the AeS
allantyne careers event, Shefali Sharma, a space
engineering and astrophysics postgraduate now working
for SS, described the benefits of starting your career in a
smaller company, such as the opportunity to get involved
in different areas of the business, grow your career as
the company develops, and witness the impact of your
contribution to the company s growth. Shefali highlighted
the many opportunities in new space for those not seeking
a traditional graduate scheme.
The
Satellite Applications Catapult supports
satellite technology development in the
and is
helping to build centres of e cellence around the country,
including the ast idlands, South Coast, South West,
orth ast ngland and Scotland. Space applications

are increasingly used in so many different sectors, from
agriculture, meteorology, navigation, climate change
monitoring, disaster management, telecommunications and
broadband, creating an ever-growing customer base.

Career blast off
ost technical roles in space demand candidates who have
studied to at least degree level, with many also having gone
on to asters or PhD level. elevant degree disciplines such
as mathematics, physics, computer science, astrophysics,
materials science, engineering (aerospace, electronic and
mechanical and astronautics are a key starting point. any
space companies are reporting a particular need for software
and programming skills.
niversities across the
offer relevant degrees at
undergraduate and postgraduate levels and the niversities of
eicester, Strathclyde and Surrey also have advanced research
centres in space disciplines. With the new investment in
apprenticeships, the niversity of eicester is leading work to
develop new standards for the space sector, including degree,
asters and Postgraduate apprenticeships, offering new ways
to develop a career that is out of this world
A key aspect of any space pro ect is teamwork,
communication and commitment – major space missions
and associated technology development are planned and
e ecuted over a number of years, shared between nations,
involving a variety of stakeholders, from government
agencies and private industry to academia. Attending events
and getting actively involved, such as through competitions
or professional bodies can help - enhancing your knowledge,
interpersonal, teamwork and pro ect planning skills, which
are crucial alongside relevant academic ualifications.
S DS is the
student space society and runs all
kinds of student-led activities including a conferences and
e hibitions at
universities. Professional bodies include the
ritish Interplanetary Society, the oyal Astronomical Society
and the oyal Aeronautical Society who organise free spacethemed lectures throughout the year where you can network
with some of the industry s e perts face-to-face.
The
Space Agency s Space Placements in I dustry
scheme SPI offers paid internships for undergraduate
students in the space sector based around short-term
pro ects, typically of eight weeks duration. The scheme is
open to students of all disciplines who are enthusiastic to
work in the space sector with space companies large and
small taking part. Applications open in anuary each year,
sub ect to availability.

Useful links
UK Space Agency www.bis.gov.uk/ukspaceagency/careers
Principia - educational resources and outreach inspired by
Tim Peake’s space mission https://principia.org.uk/
Space Careers UK https://spacecareers.uk/
Satellite Applications Catapult https://sa.catapult.org.uk/
British Interplanetary Society www.bis-space.com
Royal Astronomical Society www.ras.org.uk
Royal Aeronautical Society www.aerosociety.com
UK Space trade association www.ukspace.org
UKSEDS http://ukseds.org/
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CASE STUDY
Will Avison, Electronics Design Engineer, SSTL
Five people applied for the position and four of them turned me down”
– that’s the answer I got from my boss when I asked him why I got the
position as an engineer at Surrey Satellite Technology (SSTL). He was
joking (at least I hope he was) but it raises a good question as to how
you get a job in the space industry - is it luck? Well, maybe a little bit of
luck helps but a passion for space and a solid STEM education is going
to open doors to a career in our thriving UK space sector.
Astronauts landing on other planets, living in space stations and exploring
the universe: these are the achievements that you could argue are the pinnacle of
human scientific discovery - all amazing, but also rather daunting when you try to
imagine yourself in that position. The truth is that behind the astronauts and the
big-name scientists there’s an army of talented people coming up with ideas, getting
the business, convincing investors, planning the projects, and designing, building
and testing the space hardware. Essentially it comes down to transferrable skill - for
example, the people that built the first trains were the people that were building horse
drawn carriages before that. If you are good at something, have a set of skills you
think could be useful, or are extremely passionate about space then there is a place
in our industry waiting for you. Maths and science will always stand you in good stead,
but equally the ability to work with others and communicate well are just as important.
Personally, I’ve always had an interest in flying machines – I was in the Air
Scouts for many years - and when I finally got my Degree in Electronic Engineering,
I went into the Aerospace industry, working on Military aircraft. When I came across
an advert for a position at SSTL I went for it, and 6 years later I have never looked
back and I’ve had a whole load of fantastic experiences. I have worked on missions
for the European Space Agency to monitor the Earth’s environment (TROPOMI and
EarthCARE), built satellite
avionics that control the
satellites when they are in
space and most recently, I’ve
worked on a mission that
is to be launched from the
International Space Station
next year and will collect
space-junk using a special
net (RemoveDebris).
My advice is to start
looking online at the career
pages of space companies
(you can find the SSTL link below) – it will be very specific, but read about the types
of jobs that are available and see what takes your fancy. From there you can see what
qualifications and experience are needed for those positions, and you can base your
education and career choices around that. If you’re passionate about what you want
to do, that will always drive you on but the best advice is to just go for it, and if at first
you don't succeed – try, try, again.
www.sstl.co.uk/Careers/Search-and-Apply
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ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT | TECHNOLOGY

ELECTRIC
DREAMS
easyJet

BILL READ FRAeS looks at proposals to develop passenger-carrying electric-powered
aircraft and how close they are to becoming reality.

O

nce, the idea of flying a passengercarrying aircraft powered only by
electricity seemed farfetched. lectric
engines were not powerful enough to
propel an aircraft into the sky, nor did
batteries e ist to provide sufficient power to keep an
aircraft aloft for any length of time.
owever, there have been recent technological
breakthroughs in electric motors and batteries each of
which have become lighter, more powerful and efficient.
This technology has come from the automotive industry
which has invested time and money into the full-scale
production of electric cars. Another enabler has been the
introduction of more electrically-powered systems into
new et-powered commercial aircraft designs the socalled more-electric aircraft.

Above: UK low-cost airline
easyJet has teamed-up with US
start-up Wright Electric to help
accelerate the drive towards
zero-carbon commercial airline
flight. This concept for a 120seat short-haul electric airliner
was unveiled in 2017.

Making progress
As far back as the
s the French military a France
airship was flown using an hp electric motor. The
concept reemerged in the
s with the development of
electric-powered model aircraft, A s and power-assisted
gliders. The pace of change has picked up with a series
of new electrically-powered aircraft, powered either by
batteries, solar cells or a combination of both.
Attention has now turned towards the development
of larger designs capable of carrying passengers on
commercial flights. Serious research into electric flight
is being conducted by ma or aircraft and et engine
manufacturers looking to a future when fossil fuels run out.
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THE BENEFIT OF
ALL-ELECTRIC
AIRCRAFT IS THAT
THEY WOULD BE
MORE ENVIRON–
MENTALLY
FRIENDLY, LESS
NOISY AND
POLLUTING.

The shape of things to come
What could a passenger-carrying electric (or hybrid
electric) aircraft look like? The technology is still in a state
of flu and there is not yet a definitive answer. owever,
there are several general pointers.
An electric aircraft would have a tubular fuselage to
contain the passengers and crew with wings and a tail fin.
Such a design would be powered by electric motors which
would turn propellers so the aircraft fly more slowly than
a et aircraft. Where these motors and propellers might
be fitted to the aircraft is still up for debate. There may
also be multiple engines in what is known as a distributed
power formation.
lectric motors could be fitted in different places,
such as on top of the wing. The motors would be
powered by batteries that need to be either recharged
or replaced after each flight. Another, as yet, unresolved
design feature is where the batteries would be stored.
Batteries need to be easily accessible so they can be
easily swapped in and out with recharged batteries . In
a hybrid-electric aircraft design, allowances would need
to be made for the conventional engines and the fuel to
power them.
There is also the problem of battery weight. ithium
cells can store large amounts of power but an aircraft
would need to carry so many of them that it would
severely reduce its payload. While a et aircraft becomes
lighter as it uses up its fuel, an all-electric aircraft would
remain the same weight.

Aurora

Dirk Schwarz

NASA

Hybrid solution

Above clockwise: The Airbus
E-Fan, Airbus's hybrid-powered
concept aircraft, The XV-24A
LightningStrike created by
Aurora Flight Sciences and
partners Rolls-Royce and
Honeywell, Artist’s concept of
NASA’s X-57 aircraft.

Size
Another issue is how large an all-electric aircraft would be.
Although electric propulsion is feasible for larger aircraft,
there is an upper limit beyond which they would become
technologically and economically impossible.

Safety
Progress towards a passenger-carrying all-electric aircraft
has been developing much faster than originally expected
but there is still some way to go.
What happens to an all-electric aircraft should the
batteries run flat or fail to work
ow could an electric
aircraft cope with a longer route diversion because of
an airport or airspace closure Furthermore, an aircraft
needs to use a lot of power for take-off and climb out
which would take a lot of power from the batteries at the
beginning of a flight. It would also take longer to reach
take-off speeds, so an all-electric aircraft might re uire a
longer runway. Another safety issue is how an all-electric
aircraft might perform in adverse weather conditions.
A certification authority will only certificate an aircraft
to fly passengers which they consider to be safe. While
hybrid designs may address concerns regarding electric
engine failure or batteries running out, there remains the
issue of battery safety. Some batteries will not operate
at low temperatures and there is the risk of fires if they
become overheated. The concentration and proximity of
batteries to other critical systems is already posing serious
uestions for regulators when determining certification
and standards.
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As more research is conducted into larger electric aircraft,
one factor that is becoming clearer is that the first
passenger-carrying designs are unlikely to rely solely on
electric power. Current research is focusing on ‘hybrid’
designs, that have conventionally-powered engines as well
as electric engines. A hybrid aircraft that does not rely on
one source of power would be easier to certify from a
safety point of view.
Due to these factors, experts consider that the most
practical all-electric design would be for a medium-sized
aircraft for short-haul regional routes.

Economics
While the technology to create a large passenger-carrying
all-electric aircraft is increasingly feasible, the next
uestion is who would operate it. Airlines need to make
money to survive and will only be interested in using allelectric designs if they are economic to run.
There is also the uestion of infrastructure. To
operate a fleet of electric aircraft, airlines would need
to be sure that all the airports they use had the right
e uipment to handle them. In the case of hybrid aircraft,
there would also need to be space for conventional
refuelling facilities. In addition, there would need to be
a network of maintenance, repair and overhaul
facilities to keep the electric aircraft in the air.
Another factor is operational costs. If fuel prices
remain low, then electric power will have difficulties
competing against fossil fuels.

Greener aircraft?
The benefit of all-electric aircraft is that they would be
more environmentally friendly, less noisy and polluting.
owever, an electric aircraft will not be completely silent,
as its propellers and motors will make some noise, as will
its passage through the air. As for being environmentally
friendly, the aircraft itself will not emit any pollution, the
power that was used to charge up the batteries may not
have come from a renewable energy source but have been
generated by a coal, oil or nuclear power station.

An all-electric future
onetheless engineers and designers are ready to tackle
these challenges. Both Boeing and Airbus are involved
in pro ects looking at developing hybrid-electric aircraft.
Such pro ects and challenges as these make it an e citing
time to join the aerospace industry and develop the
aircraft of the future.
www.aerosociety.com / www.careersinaerospace.com
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ALLOWING
DREAMS
TO SOAR
Shaesta Waiz is
a world record
maker. In October
2017 she became
the youngest
woman to complete
a solo round-theworld flight in a
single-engine aircraft.
She is also recognised
as Afghanistan’s first
civilian female pilot.
Shaesta tells ROSALIND AZOUZI
more about her experience, motivation
and passion to inspire young people
through aviation.

Shaesta
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Shaesta, please tell us about your background
and how you got into aviation.
I was born in a refugee camp. My family and I travelled
from Afghanistan to America in 1987 to escape
the Soviet-Afghan war. I grew up
with my parents and five sisters in
Richmond, California. We lived in an
underprivileged school
district where substitute teachers,
sharing textbooks with classmates,
and watching friends drop out of
high school was the norm. I also
had a fear of flying owever, that
all changed when I took my first
flight. I loved the sensation of
flight and it made me think about
all the possibilities that becoming
a pilot and travelling the world
could bring.
I decided to enrol in a
Community College which is
a more inexpensive way to
continue studying in the US
and spent two years gaining
my associate degree. Then
I applied to Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University
which has a great
reputation for aviation to complete
my Bachelor’s degree. I also gained my Private
Pilot’s License and instrument rating.
What was your family’s reaction to your
passion for aviation?
They were caught by surprise but saw that it consumed
me. My dad was keen to empower me and did not
discourage me at all. Although my grandma did worry
about how a husband would accept a woman who flies

How did you come to the decision to fly
around the world?
When I got into aviation, I had
the perception that it was like the
olden days, when people would just
get into a plane and fly, oward
ughes style, and I d travel the world,
but that s not the reality of course
owever, in
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Shaesta’s journey

Over 4.5 months, Shaesta flew 24,816nm with
176 hours of
flight time. Her route included 30 stops to destina
tions in 22
countries, across 5 continents, engaging more
than 3,000 children.
1. Daytona Beach, Florida - Columbus, Ohio (699nm
)
2. Columbus, Ohio - Montréal, Canada (473nm
)
3. Montréal, Canada - Halifax, Canada (458nm
)
4. Halifax, Canada - St Johns, Canada (477nm
)
5. St Johns, Canada - Santa Maria, Portugal (1,822
nm)
6. Santa Maria, Portugal - Madrid, Spain (1,086
nm)
7. Madrid, Spain - Cagliari, Italy (705nm)
8. Cagliari, Italy - Athens, Greece (792nm)

mentor providing me
with lots of information
and advice about how to prepare.
What was the purpose of completing
this flight?
My goal was to inspire the next generation of STEM
and aviation professionals, globally. I set up the Dreams
Soar team, partnering with ICAO and hosting outreach
events, designed to invite local children and young
adults to learn about the exciting careers in STEM, and
avenues to enter STEM education.
Were your family still supportive when you
made the decision?
At the beginning they probably thought it’s a bit like
an aeronautical engineer wanting to go to the moon,
and more of a dream, but when it became real and the
sponsors came on board, they took a deep breath and
trusted that I was a good pilot and ready to take it on.
Some family members were worried but now they are
all really supportive.
How did you train for your round-the-world
flight?
To get my commercial pilot’s license I took an
untraditional route. y then I knew I wanted to fly
around the world and selected the Beechcraft Bonanza
A aircraft to fly in so I trained with a onan a flight
instructor to gain my CPL. My instructor trained
specific to my needs such as overweight take-offs as the
plane would be adapted to take more fuel, crosswind
landings and short runways as I would be experiencing
all kinds of airfields around the world.
What was the reaction to aviation around the
world during your trip?
It was really interesting because times out of
there
would be a big crowd and local media waiting when I
arrived and seeing the reactions of young kids watching
a young woman flying a single engine plane with
different countries flags on it was ama ing.
In Sri Lanka I caused one of the biggest surprises.
I had a day off and went to do some work on my plane
which needed some general maintenance, cleaning and
refuelling and the local people were open-mouthed to see
a woman doing those things.
I think the flight did change a few perceptions, and
not just men but also women who could see they were no
different to me and could also do this.
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What are your most
memorable experiences?
One moment which stands out
was in Madrid where I met a
young woman working for the
Spanish Civil Aviation Authority
who got hooked on flying and
wanted to become a pilot but
couldn’t afford it and started
working in operations. owever,
seeing my experience reignited
her love for flying and she is now
working toward her PPL.
I also visited an orphanage
while in Greece and met an Afghan
refugee who was just eight years old
and separated from her mother.
She was very upset and couldn’t
understand the staff as none spoke
Farsi. I was able to talk to her and
explain that her mother was trying
to help her make a better life just
as my family had done.

9. Athens, Greece - Cairo, Egypt (622nm)
10. Cairo, Egypt - Manama, Bahrain (1,166nm)
11. Manama, Bahrain - Dubai, UAE (314nm)
12. Dubai, UAE - Muscat, Oman (204nm)
13. Muscat, Oman - Mangalore, India (1,187nm)
14. Mangalore, India - Columbo, Sri Lanka (522nm

)

15. Columbo, Sri Lanka - Phuket, Thailand (1,175

nm)

16. Phuket, Thailand - Seletar, Singapore (592nm
)
17. Seletar, Singapore - Bali, Indonesia (944nm
)
18. Bali, Indonesia - Darwin, Australia (965nm)
19. Darwin, Australia - Cairns, Australia (916nm
)

20. Cairns, Australia - Noumea, New Caledonia
(1,246nm)
21. Noumea, New Caledonia - Nadi, Fiji (692nm
)
22. Nadi, Fiji - Pago Pago, American Samoa (713nm
)
23. Pago Pago, American Samoa - Christmas Island,
Kiribati (1,246nm)
24. Christmas Island, Kiribati - Honolulu, Hawaii
(1,331nm)
25. Honolulu, Hawaii - Hayward, California (2,119
nm)

26. Hayward, California - Phoenix, Arizona (632nm
)
27. Phoenix, Arizona - Austin, Texas (816nm)

28. Austin, Texas - Baton Rouge, Louisiana (346nm
)
29. Baton Rouge, Louisiana - Daytona Beach,
Florida (558nm)

How did you motivate
yourself to keep going over the long
solo journeys?
It was the outreach events which really kept
me going. If it was just for the world record
I would have found it more difficult to stay
motivated but knowing I was going to reach
children all around the world over ,
in
total – helped me through the challenge.
What advice would you give to someone
thinking about becoming a pilot?
I would say definitely do it and remember you
don’t have to follow a traditional route, there are
many ways to become a pilot. Be an entrepreneur,
pave the way and don’t be afraid to try something
different. Aviation is both a traditional industry but
also always open to the new; you can continue to
break glass ceilings and make it want you want it to
be. Find good mentors who can help and any dream is
possible.

Find out more about the
Dreams Soar campaign at
www.dreamssoar.org
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SPOTLIGHT ON PILOTS
Chris Manners, 26, is a pilot with new British cargo airline, CargoLogicAir, based at
London Stansted Airport, which currently operates a fleet of three Boeing 747-8 and
747-400 freighters delivering cargo to and from Europe, the Americas, Middle East
and Asia Pacific.
The crew will go through the weather, NOTAMS,
flight plan, decide on fuel re uirements and who will
be flying the plane. We then proceed to the aircraft to
carry out pre-flight checks. ne pilot will do a visual
inspection of the aircraft and the cargo to be carried
while the other is in the flight deck planning the route
and programming the flight management computer for
the flight ahead.
Then the crew will have a briefing where we discuss
the e pected departure route, performance data for
take-off, emergency scenarios, threats weather, terrain,
performance that may affect the departure and how
we will mitigate them. It s then time to push back, take
Can you describe your training and career
off and en oy the views. Sometimes we ll do multiple
www.cargologicair.com
www.cargologicair.com
progression?
sectors but on long flights it is ust one sector. nce we
After finishing my A evels, I took a year out from
have landed and all checklists are complete, our duty is
education and worked incredibly hard to earn money
finished.
to help fund flying. I then started an integrated ATP
programme at Oxford, completing the course in
February 2012. Shortly after, I joined Air Atlanta
What skills and aptitude do you think are
Icelandic as a oeing
Second fficer. It was a big
essential for pilots?
jump from small propeller planes to one of the biggest
ood communication is vital to ensure that all crew are
airliners and, although I didn t get to manually fly the
on the same page. ou must be able to communicate
plane, I learned a huge amount. After a couple of years,
information and intentions clearly so that others
I was upgraded to First fficer, achieving my dream
understand. Pilots also need great determination to
to fly the
. ow I am a Senior First fficer for
succeed, particularly during training. ecoming a pilot is
Cargo ogicAir and have appro imately ,
hours on
a tough process - having that desire to succeed will help
the 747.
to keep you motivated.
My next goal is to become Captain but I have a lot
to learn and experience yet. For now, I enjoy my current
role and would like to continue flying the
for as long
What advice would you give to young
as possible as it is a beautiful aircraft and a real privilege
people considering a career as a pilot
to fly.
Do not give up It is a tough process and you need
a strong commitment and desire to complete all the
What makes flying cargo different to flying
training. e prepared to make sacrifices whether
passengers?
financially, to help pay for training, or socially, to devote
From a technical point of view, there is very little
more time to studying. It may seem frustrating at the
difference as the flight deck is almost identical. It is more
time, but once you achieve your goal, looking out of the
peaceful flying cargo as your passengers can t normally
office window as you fly over the Alps, you will realise
talk! However, there is a lot to consider. For instance,
it was worth it.
much of the cargo we carry requires different temperature
I would also advise getting as much information as
settings that we have to manage to maintain the integrity
you can about pilot careers. Do thorough research on
of products, such as pharmaceuticals. But there are no
flight training organisations as there are different routes
passenger announcements to make over the PA
to becoming a pilot. Additionally, try and speak to pilots
about the ob, training and lifestyle. Some older pilots
What is a typical working day like?
may warn you it s not as glamorous as it used to be but
Our operation is 24/7 so the day could begin at night.
I can say that it is a thoroughly en oyable ob that is very
Typically, we will report minutes before departure.
rewarding.

What made you want to become a pilot?

My love for aviation began at Heathrow Airport where
I would spend time as a child, looking in awe as these
massive machines took off. Concorde was my inspiration.
Watching and hearing it take off gave me goosebumps
every time. I wanted to be that person controlling a heavy
jet and taking to the skies.
As a reward for passing my GCSEs, my parents treated
me to a trial flying lesson at my local aerodrome. Then I
knew that I wanted to take it further so I booked my next
lesson straightaway.
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THE GREAT BRITISH
CARGO AIRLINE
www.cargologicair.com

CargoLogicAir is a new British cargo airline offering customers
the highest levels of service, safety and security, and all delivered
by our highly knowledgeable and experienced team of air
cargo professionals across a range of industries.

RECRUITING NOW
 Ground Operations  Operations  Engineering  Commercial  Marketing
 Safety & Compliance  Crewing  Rostering  Accounts & Finance
 Boeing 747-400 Pilots (First Officers, Senior Officers, Captains)
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A LICENCE TO FLY
For most, finding the funding for the commercial pilot’s licence can feel like the biggest
hurdle to becoming an airline pilot. However, as JONATHAN AXFORD explains,
competition for early career pilots can be intense and offers some employability tips.

YOUR
APPLICATION
SHOULD STAND
OUT FROM
THE CROWD
AND YOUR CV
AND COVER
LETTER SHOULD
BE TAILORED
FOR EACH
INDIVIDUAL
AIRLINE YOU
APPLY FOR

B

oeing has forecast that there will be a
shortage of 617,000 pilots by 2035, this
demand stems from a projected increase
in air travel over the next 20 years. While
this will certainly influence the uropean
market, it is important to remember that most of this
growth will occur in Asia and the iddle ast where
aviation and airline infrastructure is still growing.
With this apparent demand for commercial pilots,
why do so many freshly ualified pilots struggle to find
employment and what are they missing to meet the
standards set by airlines and gain access to the flight deck

Employability
Finding your first ob in the right hand seat as a newly
ualified commercial pilot with
hours gained
through your training a low-hour pilot , can come
with key challenges. There are two main reasons for this.
Firstly, most airlines simply do not have a major demand
for newly ualified pilots, instead they are often seeking
e perienced First fficers with relevant type ratings
and/or experienced Captains. Secondly, airlines which
are recruiting low-hour pilots are often inundated with
applications allowing them to pick and choose which
candidates they select. eneric applications won t cut it.
our application should stand out from the crowd and
your C and Cover etter should be tailored for each
individual airline you apply for.

Soft skills
ther factors include aptitude and soft skills, the pilot
role is no longer purely a technical one. As a result,
airlines today are looking for someone who, alongside
their technical ability and natural aptitude, has welldeveloped soft skills those skills which enable you
to perform well in the workplace. Soft skills are often
developed in a working environment. Those which
are highly valued by airlines include communication,
leadership, problem-solving, fle ibility, decision making,
teamwork and an ability to learn and be self-sufficient.
During any interview with an airline or Flight Training
rganisation FT , you will be asked to provide
specific e amples of when you have demonstrated
these skills in real-life situations. Think about where
your e amples might come from and what would make
you stand out from other applicants. ave you had
an interesting part-time ob with a customer focus,
have you other aviation e perience or worked in the
community, or with an interesting charity ow would
you demonstrate a fle ible approach to working hours,
or solving a problem under pressure Don t be afraid
to spend as much time preparing answers to these
uestions as for the technical part of your interview.
Whatever the challenges, there is no doubt that
becoming a pilot offers a rewarding and varied career for
someone who is passionate and dedicated about flying.
nsure you read our top tips before you get started.

United Airlines

TRAINING ROUTES
Integrated Route: A full time, ‘Zero to ATPL’, residential course at an approved Flight Training Organisation
(FTO). The integrated course usually takes about 14-18 months to complete, with pilots usually staring with
zero flying hours and graduating with a ‘frozen’ ATPL, at which point they can apply to work for an airline.
The integrated course has the benefit of ensuring that the cadet pilot experiences continuity throughout
their training and some FTO’s do provide support with initial employment; however, this route is generally
the most expensive at £100,000+.
Modular Route: This training route breaks down the syllabus into individual components, PPL, Night
Rating, ATPL ground school exams, CPL/IR & MCC. This gives the student increased flexibility as they can
choose when and where they study each component and allows those who are unable to commit financially
to a full-time course work and train at the same time. Whilst the training can take longer to complete, it is
usually cheaper with costs generally between £30,000 – £50,000.
Multi-Crew Pilots Licence (MPL): The Multi-Crew Pilot Licence incorporates airline specific Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP’s) from an early stage and requires an airline to mentor pre-selected cadets
through a bespoke course and into type, base and line training on a specific aircraft. The training is
competency-based and replaces the traditional syllabus. Training takes about 14-18 months full time and
whilst the costs are similar to integrated training, it has the benefit of leading directly to a job with the airline
that has mentored the cadet.
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British Airways

British Airways

TOP PILOT TRAINING TIPS
Flight training is a massive commitment, before
you do anything go to your local flight school
and have a trial flight to make sure flying is for
you.
● Get your Class 1 Medical, you don’t want
to start your training and realise you have
limitations that prevent you from flying
commercially.
● It is important that you compare flight schools,
visit open days and talk to instructors and
cadets about their experiences before
committing to a Flight Training school.
● Understand the finances, consider course costs
and how the school expects payment. Never pay
for training up front and don’t forget to budget
for living costs and have a 5% contingency in
case of exam retakes and extra flights.
● Have a fall back option, aviation is notorious for
its peaks and troughs in recruitment and job
security can be precarious. It is essential that
you have other skills and experience that will
help you should a career as a pilot not work out
or need to be put on hold for a while. This could
still be in an aviation or aerospace field.
● Finally, don’t give up and enjoy the training. Pilot
training is unquestionably a hard process; it
takes a lot of dedication, drive and commitment
regardless of the training route you take. Whilst
it can be overwhelming, enjoy learning to fly and
the satisfaction of completing training.
●

Useful links
For more impartial pilot training advice visit:
www.balpa.org
www.airpilots.org
www.careersinaerospace.com
@aerosociety
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DIGITALISATION | TECHNOLOGY

DIGITAL IS
IN THE AIR
Digitalisation is becoming one of the most
talked about subjects in aerospace and
aviation. What impact will it have on the
sector in the coming years? ROSALIND
AZOUZI looks at current research
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uch has been made the now welldocumented generation of ‘millenials’
– born in the late 80s-early 2000s
who have not known a world
without the internet, are in constant
communication through social media and have access
to high-level technology which even in the early 1990s
would have seemed farfetched.
However, the incorporation of tech into our daily
lifestyles is not restricted to millennials. Businesses across
all sectors are being urged to place customers at the
centre of everything as the expectations that people have
from daily lives, such as transformed retail experiences
and instant responses, pervade into all areas of work. For
aerospace, whether as the client of a manufacturer or
booking your flight, people have high e pectations that
new technology will make things better, faster and have
little patience when this doesn’t happen.
Aerospace, often seen as a sector which is, by nature
of its significant barriers to entry, slower to respond to
change, has in fact also seen major changes and often
driven the technologies we all take for granted, while
air travel has been transformed by the rise of low cost
airlines and online booking systems, with UK airline
travel doubling in the last 20 years.
At the 2017 Fujitsu World Tour conference in
London, speakers argued that “all companies are
technology companies now” and that “connectivity
changes nature of business . And, while artificial
intelligence (AI) may be advancing at rapid rates, it is,
still difficult to replicate
brain cells AI also
does not have common sense which humans develop
through learning” – so digital technologies are here, but
human talent is still crucial for innovation and making
effective use of them.
The buzz around digitalisation raises some
interesting questions. Will aerospace companies move
away from the aerospace label in future years? Could
technology companies transform themselves into
aerospace manufacturers with internet giants such as
Amazon developing drone technology and Paypal and
Facebook founders developing new space launchers?
Or will future global giants have multiple, cross-sectoral
specialisms reflecting technology transfer and customer
opportunities?
Changes in Government have led to changes in
education policy which also have an impact on the
skills pipeline. From getting 50% of young people into
university, the emphasis has moved to apprenticeships,
putting employers in the driving seat for defining the
ualifications and occupational standards for their sector,
with digital apprenticeships one of the new standards
being created.
In this information age, there are some clear trends
both outside and within the sector, potentially providing
opportunities for new market entrants and entrepreneurs
and new business models for traditional aerospace
companies with the customer at the heart of innovative
thinking. The next step will be to evaluate what skills
implications these have and how training providers,

young people and the existing workforce will adapt to
changing needs.
The UK-based Aerospace Technology Institute (ATI)
has been examining these themes in detail. It published
an I SI T paper in
on Digital Transformation
and recently ran a First Thursday event on Serviti ation ,
a new business model proposition for manufacturers
inspired by the success of Rolls-Royce and its TotalCare
programme, benefitting from new IT solutions.

Digitalisation
While some argue that the phrases Digitalisation , digital
transformation’ and so on are simply ways for technology
companies to badge a whole series of technological
development in other sectors, IT development is having
a profound effect on many aspects of the aerospace and
aviation sector.
The recent ATI Digital Transformation paper
highlights four key areas which could be transformed
within aerospace through digitalisation, namely,
“supply chain integration; servitization opportunities;
enabling disruption through new products, delivery and
commercial capabilities”. The ATI says aerospace needs
to face up to the changes which digitalisation could bring
about, such as an Uber-style challenge to traditional
working methods of the sector, in fact it highlights the
development work which ber has been financing to
bring drone style taxis to market (another example of a
technology company - with no traditional manufacturing
base - moving into engineering design).
The paper highlights key successes in which
aerospace manufacturers have already used new
technology to make improvements, such as Rolls-Royce,
who have been able to pull together and analyse vast
data sets from different departments such as design,
manufacture and through-life services using ig Data
analytical methods.
Elsewhere, Meggitt have worked closely with Fujitsu
to produce solutions for improved carbon fibre storage
which removes the potential for human error and lost
stock as well as developing real-time tracking solutions to
improve manufacturing processes.

Digital mindset
Digital trends such as creating digital twins to provide
virtual models of real-world products, the ‘Internet of
Things’ (IoT) where products are inter-connected, and
can ‘talk’ to each other, align well to aerospace which
has led the way in fields such as flight simulation and
real-time engine health monitoring solutions. In fact,
aerospace may be already more ‘digital’ than it’s given
credit for and can now take these processes further
with the increasing processing power enabled through
cloud-based computing and integrated micro-chips.
However, the ATI argues that digital transformation
requires creating a ‘digital mindset’ within companies
and their staff. For example, in tech companies the use
of ‘open source’ software whereby developers openly
@aerosociety
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share programming, has been transferred to innovative
processes at Tesla, owned by PayPal founder Elon Musk,
in developing its driverless car technology. The ATI asks
if aerospace, can embrace this approach to enable step
changes in new technology to benefit the sector as a
whole, leading to a culture of ‘digital trust’?

New work spaces
Cloud-based computing also offers aerospace
manufacturers the opportunity to create more fle ible
and collaborative design work spaces. The ATI paper
argues that, "connecting workstations to products and
processes can have a profound effect on quality, enhance
operator capability and create a fle ible, dynamic work
area.”
Taking this argument one step further, greater
connectivity – particularly to the live end product and
other areas of the supply chain - and new workplace
technologies, such as interactive tablets or virtual/
augmented reality headsets, within aerospace may create
a more dynamic workplace and improve staff morale
as well as support fle ible and remote working patterns
to attract and retain talented staff, supporting inclusion
and diversity strategies, particularly for those with family
and caring commitments. This may also address research
which indicates millennials also place work-life-balance
as equal importance to, or even more important, than
remuneration packages.
Ensuring aerospace remains attractive to new talent
is important. Recent media reports have highlighted
the appeal that technology companies like Google have
transmitted to ST
graduates through publicising
creative, collaborative workspaces, free catering and
fle ibility with working patterns, often diverting ST
graduates’ interest away from traditional graduate
employers, not only in engineering but even the lucrative
financial service sector which has traditionally been
blamed from draining engineering talent. At the other end
of the pipeline, education needs equip young people with
the skills to adopt and use digital technology in a way
which adds value reflect the skills which new technology
needs, not only the technical skills but the mindset and
workplace expectations of new entrants to ensure that
work is a two-way process and not a glorified virtual
reality playground.
onetheless, cybersecurity is key for sensitive sectors
like aerospace and air transport, creating another skills
requirement. The ATI paper also highlights the rise of
a new senior leadership role, the Chief Digital fficer
usually from a non-aerospace background, who leads and
monitors digital transformation within the organisation,
data protection legislation conformity and cybersecurity.

CLOUD-BASED
COMPUTING
ALSO OFFERS
AEROSPACE
MANUFACTURERS
THE OPPORTUNITY
TO CREATE MORE
FLEXIBLE AND
COLLABORATIVE
DESIGN WORK
SPACES.

‘Servitization’
Fujitsu argued at their 2017 conference that digital
disruption leads to ‘breaking value chains and business
models’. The potential for aerospace manufacturers to
adopt servitization business models, following on from
www.aerosociety.com / www.careersinaerospace.com
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IT’S NOT
ONLY IN THE
ENGINEERING
SECTOR
WHERE DIGITAL
CAN CREATE
DISRUPTION AND
NEW BUSINESS
MODELS.

the success which Rolls-Royce have had, and taking
advantage of digital technologies such as IoT, enhanced
sensors, cloud computing, health monitoring solutions
may also lead to changing skills needs for the industry.
The impact on the changed business models which
serviti ation brings filters throughout the supply chain
as companies of all sizes begin to offer customers a
through-life service, with the product built in, rather
than the product itself as a one-off transaction. With the
emphasis on through-life solutions with maintenance,
repair and overhaul also part of the service proposition,
whether provided directly through manufacturer, or via
an approved supplier with a traditional MRO background,
such as the Boeing GoldCare service model, the potential
to transform aerospace companies and MRO provision
could have a significant impact on skills, not only
traditional engineering design and maintenance skills but
also those in financial modelling, sales and marketing.

Disrupting business models
It’s not only in the engineering sector where digital
can create disruption and new business models. At
the consumer end, companies like Strata et have
developed new business solutions through algorithmbased technology which have the potential to open
up markets to new customers in the case of Strata et,
identifying available seats on corporate jets at prices
similar to business and first-class airline rates, opening
up the business aviation market to a new client base
and potentially disrupting airline business travel in the
coming years. Moreover, speaking at the 2016 EBACE
conference, Strata et s founder and C
emphasised the
very different business culture and leadership style he
has implemented to reflect the changing priorities of the
millenial generation keen to work in this type of ‘start-up’
environment.
Market disruption can be very appealing to young
people. Market disruptors can quickly grow into market
leaders, with a different approach, being at greater ease
with new technology, and therefore be more appealing
to new talent, suggesting that traditional aerospace and
aviation firms should look to incorporate some of this
entrepreneurial culture where possible into their own
businesses.

Online applications
Interestingly, when it comes to careers and skills,
larger aerospace employers, like many other sectors,
have embraced digital technology in one area – online
recruitment tools. Online application forms are not new,
and as most graduates and university careers advisors
would agree, while they may provide employers with a
more effective way to deal with high volume applications,
they can present many barriers to applicants. Online
systems offer employers many advantages – from being
able to stop demand at the source such as checking
nationality, applying minimum degree or even pre-degree
educational requirements, but even when applicants are
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able to continue their online applications, the forms can
take many hours to complete and appear sometimes to
offer instant rejection. While many recruiters have long
argued that computer-based scanning techniques are
not used, it may be that some at least are using similar
technology to search engine optimisation S
tools
used by Google, Bing etc. where the search engine
‘bot’, or programme, is ‘reading’ and ‘analysing’ the data
inputted by the applicant.
With online recruitment forms, there is a danger
that this technology may supercede human analysis and
require applicants to complete forms in a style which
they would not normally use. It may be the only logical
approach for employers who receive thousands of
applications each year, but given that aptitude tests are
moving online, there is some concern that those who
are succeeding will be those best adapted to using the
online systems, rather than applicants who are right
for the ob. It s interesting that Strata et, essentially a
technology company for aviation with strong appeal
among young professionals, use a much simpler online
system connected to LinkedIn, while ‘new space’
tech company ford Space Systems asks applicants
with interesting CVs to make a short video about
themselves. Ensuring that systems can adapt along with
society, reflecting the diversity of today s young people
and the industry’s evolving customer base, is essential
to ensure digital technology for recruitment and
selection enables talent and skills from all backgrounds
to succeed.

The human touch
If, as proponents of digital technology suggest, customer
satisfaction and experience is to drive business, and AI
has a long way to go before it can 'feel' or learn from
experience, tomorrow’s engineers and business managers
will need in addition to traditional knowledge and rolerelated competencies, key skills associated with customer
focus including empathy, communication, negotiation,
and ability to empower their teams, as well as new
technical skills in areas such as robotics, big data, Internet
of Things, VR, drones, wearables.
Of course, there are exciting developments in other
areas including all-electric and hybrid aircraft systems,
intelligent airport security systems, drones and 'new
space'. Aerospace and aviation as a whole remains the
driver of change, is taking significant steps in inclusion
and diversity while maintaining its culture of innovation,
safety and security.
By continuing to apply innovative solutions and
cross-sectoral learning to develop new aircraft and
aerospace products and with digital technologies likely to
create new opportunities across the whole sector, those
thinking of entering the industry today can look forward
to an exciting and rewarding career over the next 20 years.
This article first appeared in AEROSPACE
September 2017 edition, published by the
Royal Aeronautical Society.
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The YPN represents students, apprentices and those in the early stages
of their careers within the RAeS. Join the YPN to work side-by-side with
local Branches and Specialist Groups to advance the work of the Society
and to influence industry.
As a member of the YPN, you will have the opportunity to:
• Attend and volunteer at events dedicated to your career stage
• Network with your peers to share experiences and offer or receive advice
• Build a network of professional contacts
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CONNECTED
Joining networks within your chosen industry helps you make useful contacts, develop your
skills and do some good along the way advises the Royal Aeronautical Society.

N
ASKING FOR
MENTORING
HELP CAN
RESULT IN
A MORE
PRODUCTIVE
RESPONSE
THAN SIMPLY
ASKING FOR
WORK
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etworking is not just about making
social media connections. It comes
in many different forms and can be
organic, natural or formal. Essentially,
networking is about getting to know
people and building knowledge in the context of your
career.
There is some truth in the adage “it’s not what
you know, but who you know”. Also, if you are in
a relatively specialised industry, there are many new
and exciting developments which will be shared
through networks but not make it into national news,
so, if you want to hear about the latest innovation in
your field, it will help you to meet other like-minded
professionals.

The personal touch
While social media opens up a wealth of networking
opportunities, first meeting face-to-face is one of the
best ways to establish contacts with new people and
build trust. You probably rarely accept ‘friend’ requests
on your social media accounts from people you don’t
know. And of course, aviation is, at its heart, all about
bringing people together.

Specialist conferences and seminars
There are many conferences, lectures and events
organised by professional bodies like the Royal
Aeronautical Society (RAeS). Speakers and delegates
at these events will include chief engineers, industry
leaders, airline/military pilot and aviation experts.
The RAeS, through its specialist knowledge
groups and network of ranches local, volunteer-led
groups) runs over 300 events hroughout the year, from
conferences at its London headquarters to local Branch
events around the world. Most events offer limited free
places for student members.

Trade fairs and air shows
Trade fairs are where companies within a particular
sector promote their products and services to potential
customers in the format of a large exhibition. While the
focus is more on business development than careers or
jobs, they often attract companies of all sizes within a
particular sector, including hard-to-meet S s smallmedium sized companies) and/or bring together
companies from around the world under one roof.
Some air shows are also trade events, putting the world

may be the person they recommend to a colleague in the
future.

Ask a great question during Q&A sessions
Most conferences and lectures will include an interactive
audience session. It can be a daunting prospect but
asking a really good question helps you stand out, and
after the Q&A other delegates will likely come and talk
to you.

Mentoring opportunities
People may not be able to offer you a job, but they may
be very happy to offer you advice and support. Asking for
mentoring help can result in a more productive response
than simply asking for work. And ‘reverse’ mentoring is
an increasingly popular concept, where less experienced
people who may have, for example, better IT skills,
understanding of young people or diversity and inclusion
issues, can often provide useful advice to experienced
professionals – another way you can offer support.

BEFORE YOU
ATTEND
AN EVENT,
ESPECIALLY
IF IT’S YOUR
FIRST, PLAN IN
ADVANCE AN
INTERESTING
CONVERSATION
OPENER

‘Breaking the ice’
efore you attend an event, especially if it s your first,
plan in advance an interesting conversation opener. This
doesn’t have to be an insightful analysis of the aerospace
sector. You could talk about the weather that day (if you
are in the UK it’s likely to be too cold/rainy/dry etc.), a
neutral base from which to break the ice with strangers!

Take a friend
Networking is much easier when you are with someone
you know. If possible, bring a companion, especially if
you have a friend or colleague who is confident in these
types of situations.

Practise makes perfect
of aerospace at your feet. While it means taking time to
talk to exhibitors who may not have all their company’s
careers information to hand, you will see that aerospace
is like one global club, and you should start to make
useful contacts and business connections for the future.
Relevant trade shows include the World Travel
Market; Advanced Engineering Show; Farnborough,
Paris, Dubai and Singapore Air Shows and MRO
Europe, to name a few. And even if you can’t attend in
person, you will be able to download exhibitor listings
for these events, listing hundreds of potential employers
for possible speculative applications.

MAKING THE MOST OF EVENTS
Remember, if you are attending an event which is not
directly careers/jobs themed, it may not be a good
idea to ask everyone you meet for a job or internship!
etworking takes time and is a two-way process.

Offer to help…
When you meet someone, ask what they do. Do they
need help? You could suggest offering free admin help
during the holidays. Even if they don’t take up your
offer, you will be remembered for offering support, and
@aerosociety
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our first event may be daunting, and perhaps you leave
without having spoken to anyone. Don’t panic! This is
very common, even the most confident people can find
networking situations intimidating. Keep attending, it
may take a few tries but eventually you will become a
familiar face.

Someone like you
Networking is not just about making friends, although
that will happen along the way. Be prepared to speak
to people of all ages and all roles, not just in your own
specialist area. You may be surprised who/what they
know and how they can help you.

Get involved
It’s not just about attending events. Many professional
bodies are looking for people to help organise their
events, join committees, or volunteer on schools
outreach programmes. By joining a local Branch, or
Young Persons’ network or helping out at events, you
will meet all kinds of people, including local employers.
It will also help you develop your soft skills, such as
planning, communication and teamwork, enhancing
your CV!
www.aerosociety.com / www.careersinaerospace.com
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NETWORKS OF THE FUTURE
RAeS young members can get involved in local Branches or join the Young Persons' Network, overseen by the YPC,
directly supporting opportunities to bring young professionals together and form the networks of the future.

CASE STUDY
Daniel McKenna, Aerospace Engineer, Chair
RAeS Young Persons’ Committee (YPC)

CASE STUDY
William Li, Aviation Analyst/Airport Planner,
RAeS Heathrow Branch Committee member

My first contact with the RAeS was in 2010 when I attended
a careers event at its London headquarters. It was also here
where I first came into contact with my future employer. Following
this meeting and some further correspondence I secured an
undergraduate one-year industry placement, gaining valuable
engineering experience. I also had an opportunity to compete and
win the RAeS Yeovil Branch ‘Reggie Brie’ Young Persons' Lecture
Competition.

The RAeS is important for young aerospace professionals as
aerospace is a fairly small world compared to other industries.
Colleagues within our industry rely on reputation to do business
with trusted persons or organisations and networking to learn new
information from each other. All of these require the right platform
and the Society offers many opportunities for young professionals
to gain the necessary skills, knowledge and experience.

I returned to University and graduated in 2012 with first class
honours in Aerospace Technology. I then returned to my placement
employer after being accepted onto their Engineering Graduate
Development Program.
In 2012 I joined the RAeS Yeovil Branch, wanting to get more
involved in Branch activities. Then in 2013, I applied successfully
for an RAeS Aero MSc bursary to undertake a Master’s at the
University of West England.
In 2014, I wanted to have a bigger impact in how the RAeS
engages with young people and after helping at some events, I
was co-opted onto the RAeS Young Persons' Committee (YPC).
After a couple of years I was voted as Chair of the YPC and hold
this position now. As Chair, my main mission is to improve local
engagement of young members through the development of the
Young Persons' Network and establishing a young person on every
branch committee as part of this Network.
I was co-opted onto the RAeS Council in 2017. Here, I sit with
senior leaders in the industry and advise on young person’s matters,
to help direct the RAeS strategy and engagement.
From my relatively short career and studies so far, I have been
engaged heavily with the RAeS and taken advantage of the many
services and opportunities it offers. This has helped my career, my
further education and my personal development. I have attended
industry leading conferences, air shows and even had afternoon tea
at the Houses of Commons, all because of the RAeS.
I will continue to be involved with the RAeS and will seek to expand
its reach of the RAeS within the aerospace industry so that more
young people can take advantage of the opportunities that have
helped me.
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I began volunteering for the RAeS because I have been an
international student myself and the Society helped me a lot
with the skills, knowledge and network that ultimately secured
a career for me in the UK. I think it is important to give back to
the community upon your success and the best way to do so is
through volunteering, both via the Young Persons' Network (YPN)
and other channels. In fact, by participating on those volunteering
opportunities, I have gained even more skills to further enhance my
career in aviation.

I THINK IT IS IMPORTANT TO GIVE
BACK TO THE COMMUNITY UPON YOUR
SUCCESS AND THE BEST WAY TO DO SO
IS THROUGH VOLUNTEERING
The Heathrow Branch is passionate about engaging with local
young members and improve the connection between them and
industry. I have also been actively looking for opportunities to bring
local stakeholders (such as local airlines and Heathrow Airport)
together, as well as organising young member-focused events,
sometimes simple get-togethers with young members at local
pubs, sharing study advice and career experience. The Branch
organised an ‘Inspiring Future Generations’ event which included
an industrial visit, networking reception and themed lecture in
January 2017. It was attended by many local young members, as
well as industry professionals and senior executives from many
local businesses. In February 2017, with assistance from the
RAeS Careers team, the Branch also collaborated with Heathrow
Airport, participating in the tenth Annual Heathrow Jobs & Careers
Fair, offering advice and engaging with hundreds of local young
people.
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SPOTLIGHT ON
THE AIRCRAFT
MAINTENANCE
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Air Service Training provide the lowdown
on the aircraft maintenance licence and
different routes available
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redictions from the major aircraft
manufacturers indicate huge increases in the
number of engineering staff will be required
in the coming decades. Of course, these
predictions cover all forms of engineering
from research and design to manufacture and in-service
maintenance. If your preference is for maintenance
then the best route to take is as the holder of an aircraft
maintenance licence.
An Aircraft Maintenance Licence is a professional
ualification that confers on its holder the privilege of
certifying aircraft as fit for service. Within the uropean
nion, the licensing system is regulated by the uropean
Aviation Safety Agency, ASA through a regulation
known as Part 66.
The Part 66 licence has three categories; A Certifying Mechanic, B - Certifying Technician and
C - Certifying ngineer. Category A and licences are
further subdivided by generic aircraft and engine type e.g.
Aeroplanes Turbine ngine, whilst Category C is a licence
for certifying base maintenance only.
To be able to apply for licence issue, individuals must
meet two re uirements nowledge and perience.
Meeting of the Knowledge requirements is evidenced by
passing the Part module e aminations in all modules
relevant to the licence category. All modules are e amined
by use of multiple choice question papers, of varying
number of questions; however, three modules also require
completion of essay papers. All e aminations are time

AN AIRCRAFT
MAINTENANCE
LICENCE IS A
PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATION
THAT CONFERS
ON ITS HOLDER
THE PRIVILEGE
OF CERTIFYING
AIRCRAFT AS FIT
FOR SERVICE.

limited, and all require candidates to achieve at least 75%
to secure a pass.
Candidates must evidence the perience
requirements by undertaking ‘hands-on’ maintenance tasks
on operating civil aircraft, to meet the depth and breadth
of licence coverage in terms of systems, structures and
maintenance practices. The e perience is evidenced
by the compilation of a logbook, listing details of all
tasks undertaken. The duration of the work e perience
is determined by which route the individual takes to
licensing.
There are essentially two routes to licensing: the Selfimprover and the Approved course. The Self-improver
candidate is required to provide evidence of passes in
all Part 66 categories relevant to the licence category
sought, and meet a minimum hands-on work e perience
period. The approved course is a course that is approved
under the ASA Part
regulations, and delivers both
theoretical and practical training, e aminations and
assessments to meet the Part 66 requirements.
Often seen as the best start to a career in aircraft
maintenance, candidates graduating from the approved
course are offered a reduced work e perience duration.
For e ample, whilst a self-improver for the Category .
licence must meet a minimum e perience re uirement
of 5 years, this is reduced to a minimum of 2 years
for approved course graduates, in recognition of the
comprehensive training and practical skills
development received.

Air Service Training (Engineering) Ltd offer a range
of training programmes and consultancy services for
aircraft maintenance.
Visit www.airservicetraining.co.uk
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SPOTLIGHT ON
APPRENTICESHIPS
An apprenticeship is a fantastic route into aircraft engineering
says James Staniforth, Monarch Aircraft Engineering
4th year apprentice.

The MAEL apprenticeship programme was
recommended to me by my engineering teacher at
school. I was very interested in aviation and particularly
in engineering, so this was the perfect opportunity
for me. I hen found out more details on the National
Apprenticeships website and applied.
What qualifications did you need to apply for your
apprenticeship?

At the time, I needed 5 GCSE’s A*- C including English,
Maths, Science, and one practical subject.
Can you explain what the apprenticeship entails?

The apprenticeship is a four-year course. At the start of
the programme I spent around six months developing
and leaning new practical skills in the training academy
workshop in Luton. This mainly consisted of sheet
metal work, standard practices such as wire locking,
split pinning, etc. and using general tools. All the
training is done in-house by MAEL and therefore I
don’t go to college, unlike most other apprenticeships.
After the first si months, I took a number of A
licence courses and exams and then progressed to work
in the hangars working on operating aircraft under
supervision. The work ranges from light to very heavy
checks on a range of passenger and cargo aircraft.
Throughout this time we’ve occasionally been back
to the training academy to complete further A licence
modules. During the summer I have been rostered onto
the line for a short time to build experience in that
environment too.
I will be graduating in August 2018 with a City
and Guilds Level 3 Advanced Apprenticeship in
Aeronautical Engineering and all the modules for an
EASA Part 66 A Licence.
What have been the highlights of your apprenticeship?

In my third year I took part in designing and building
an aircraft costume for a Monarch team to wear whilst
running the 2017 London Marathon. A team of
apprentices, including myself, built the aircraft from
scratch. We mostly used sheet aluminium and scrap parts.
Other departments at MAEL painted and applied decals
to make it look like a Monarch aircraft. I joined the team
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in ondon on marathon day and they managed to finish
in si hours and minutes, raising over
,
for
charity.
I was also recently invited to
urope in
ondon, where A e hibited. This gave me a real
insight into how other departments of the business work.
What are the key skills and aptitudes that you need for
the programme?

I would say team work because many obs involve
more than one person. ood communication skills are
essential, especially when handing over tasks. ou re also
e pected to work hard and to the very high standards
re uired. Time keeping and problem solving are also
important. Delays have a massive impact on airlines
and everyone needs to do their bit to help minimise
that. eliability and being trustworthy are important for
everyone to be able to work together effectively.
Would you recommend the apprenticeship route?

es, although it won t suit everyone, personally I think
apprenticeships are a brilliant way to learn and develop
skills in a particular trade. specially for practical obs
where you need hands-on e perience as well as the
theoretical knowledge. It s also great for earning at a
young age while still getting a good ualification.

I THINK
APPRENTICESHIPS
ARE A BRILLIANT
WAY TO LEARN
AND DEVELOP
SKILLS IN A
PARTICULAR
TRADE

What tips would you give someone applying for
apprenticeships in aircraft engineering?

Try to get some work e perience or arrange a hangar
tour. e prepared to work long days and possibly relocate
for training.
What are your future plans?

In the short term, I will graduate ne t August with all
the ASA Part A licence modules with which I hope
to apply for an A licence and perhaps move out onto
the line at some point. I ve also started studying for and
taking licence module e ams in my spare time. I hope
to become a
icenced ngineer in the future.
What inspires you most about working in aviation?

I like the comple ity and challenges aviation work brings.
I en oy working with a range of different people and
working with new and interesting technology. I d also like
to travel in the future and with aircraft engineering there
is a great opportunity to work abroad.

Monarch

How did you find out about the apprenticeship with
Monarch Aircraft Engineering (MAEL)?

@aerosociety
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Find us on LinkedIn
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Find us on Facebook

www.aerosociety.com
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SMOOTH OPERATOR
No two days are the same working at a busy airport hub. Adele Gammarano,
Terminal Project Integrator, North Terminal – Gatwick Airport, tells us more.

I

entered the aviation industry as cabin crew
fourteen years ago and since then my career
has progressed into a more managerial role.
In 2015 I was offered the great opportunity
of joining the team at Gatwick Airport, as a
Turn Controller, and then progressed to an Airline
Performance Manager.
In this role I worked alongside operational teams,
key airlines and ground handling agents to identify key
operational issues that may have affected the airlines’
performance.
Many of the short-haul airlines operating at
Gatwick take 40 minutes minimum to turn around their
aircraft, ready for the ne t flight. ood co-ordination
with the ground handling team was key in this role,
helping to re-direct passengers to the new gate and
making sure the disembarking process of previous
passengers was completed on time.
Our challenge is to help keep a smooth operation
at the
s second largest airport and the most efficient
single-runway airport in the world, as Gatwick currently
serves more than 228 destinations in 74 countries for 45
million passengers a year. No one day is ever the same!

Project Management
My new role as a Terminal Project Integrator includes
integration of minor and major capital projects in
the North Terminal from construction through to
providing operational expertise to ensure all terminal
standards are delivered.
I work closely with project managers, terminal
operations team, on site contractors, marketing and
many other third parties to ensure the smooth dayto-day running of the airport. My typical day is really
dynamic, exciting and sometimes a bit challenging if
things are not running as planned! I need to attend
meetings in both Terminals, visit sites, reply to emails
on the go and approve work requests, so I hardly have
a minute to sit down at my desk. It is definitely a multitasking role and sometimes can involve clocking up to
12,000 steps in one day!
What I really like about my job is the opportunity
to work with so many different departments and be
able to find answers to common issues individually or
getting help from others. I have the opportunity to see
the business from multiple perspectives and have the
freedom to take initiative in a new project if there is, for
example, an opportunity to save time and money for the
airport.
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The terminal operation is the heartbeat of the
business and our passengers are at the centre of our
operation. Improving our infrastructure and improving
efficiency in our operation are the top priorities to create a
smooth passengers journey. Gatwick itself employs around
2,800 people directly and there are so many different
careers to pursue at the airport, including: security, airside
operations, baggage, engineering, construction, marketing
and of course our terminal operations team!

Preparing the ground
As a little girl, I always dreamt of joining the aviation
industry, especially as the town where I was born is
located in southern Italy and about 90 miles from the
nearest airport. When I moved to the UK a bright
new world of opportunities opened up to me and my
eagerness to learn more has continued to grow every day.
My pilot friend suggested I should enrol for a
Master’s degree in Air Transport Management at City
London University. It cost me few sleepless nights,
but the journey was been extremely rewarding and has
allowed me to meet a range of people from different
backgrounds and nationalities, including accident
investigators and air traffic controllers.

A helping hand
our career cannot always be identified at an early stage
so don’t feel disheartened, keep searching for it and get
inspired from an aviation professional, teachers or follow
the key leading companies in the sector. I would also
recommend coming along to STEM events where you
can ask questions directly, go along to open days, seek
careers advice. Attend recruitment fairs and even visit
your local aviation museum.
Look around for lectures held at your Royal
Aeronautical Society Local Branch, attend conferences
and get involved in any voluntary jobs, such as being a
committee member of a local branch. There are plenty
of opportunities available, you just need to do you
research and most importantly talk to the professionals
- we are happy to inspire and help you to find the right
path, we have all gone through it with the help of others!
I am always keen to inspire and encourage others to
achieve more, which is why I am sharing my experience
with new students and getting involved with the Royal
Aeronautical Society by organising aviation lectures every
month.

All aboard
The aviation industry is creating more mentoring schemes
to encourage women to join. Unfortunately stereotypes
have created a huge skills gap in our industry and have
discouraged young people from studying STEM subjects.
Historically it has sadly often been perceived that certain
roles like aviation engineers or pilots are more suitable for
men. I certainly don’t believe being a woman is holding
me back in my career now or has ever prevented me
from getting involved more. When you show passion and
commitment, people will be only too happy to help you
find the right path for your career.
@aerosociety
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Find us on LinkedIn
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Find us on Facebook

Skills for the job
Some of the jobs in aerospace/aviation industry require
technical precision and understanding, however most
of the companies nowadays are looking for a ‘cando’ attitude, a person who is eager to learn, who has a
determination to push him or herself to do more. ‘Soft
skills’ are required to work in the operational team and
many of the qualities required in candidates include:
communication and good listening skills, staying calm
and keeping a cool head when under pressure and having
strong people skills. Solid team player skills are crucial in
reaching team goals and being able to make on the spot
decisions, having the ability to use imagination, reasoning,
and research to investigate and solve the problem.

New technology, new opportunities
Technology is the biggest differentiator in operations
at Gatwick compared to other airports. We have a team
at atwick specifically looking at innovation and a
number of ideas are being explored to improve airport
operations.
We are really proud of our Airport Community
app, which has more than 10,000 active users. It is a
digital platform for the entire workforce at Gatwick,
including airline and ground handler staff, and it keeps
everyone in tune with the airport. This new system
pioneered by Gatwick has helped to improve real time
decision making, optimise our operations and also
assist passengers. Ten other airports have adopted this
platform after it was launched at Gatwick.
Innovation allows supporting staff to focus on the
human interactions that make the airport experience
more memorable for our passengers and this makes me
extremely proud to work at Gatwick.

WHEN
YOU SHOW
PASSION AND
COMMITMENT,
PEOPLE WILL
BE ONLY TOO
HAPPY TO HELP
YOU FIND THE
RIGHT PATH FOR
YOUR CAREER

Useful links
www.gatwickairport.com/business-community/careers/
www.careersinaerospace.com
www.careersthatmove.co.uk

www.aerosociety.com / www.careersinaerospace.com
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LAUNCHPAD FOR
LEARNING
With 20 years of experience, the Royal Aeronautical Society offers programmes and
support for all ages through its dedicated careers department.

L

aunched in 1997, the Royal Aeronautical
Society celebrated 20 years of its
dedicated department supporting outreach
and careers activities for the aerospace
and aviation sector in 2017. Over the
last 20 years, the RAeS has been at the forefront of
helping and inspiring young people about the depth
and breadth of aerospace and aviation. Our work with
young people aims to encourage an early interest in
aerospace and aviation; spread the word about what
being involved in the industry can offer and support
and retain talent within the industry.
We provide a range of activities for all ages, including
school programmes, resources and careers advice.
Whatever stage you are at. we can help!

PRIMARY SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT
Cool Aeronautics
Our flagship primary school programme, supported by
R
Cool Aeronautics events take place at all kinds
of aerospace sites from airports and museums to
companies and university departments. The free events
consist of a programme of fun, inspirational talks by
aerospace and aviation professionals, an introduction to
STEM and aviation through interactive workshops and
other themed activities. All children taking part earn
their ‘Cool Aeronautics wings’ and more goodies to
take home and share.

Amy Aviation
hildren’s radio and animated series
Three, free fully-animated downloadable series
produced in partnership with Fun Kids Radio and
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available on iTunes and Youtube. Children, parents
and teachers can join Amy on her journey through
aerospace, engineering and flying.

SECONDARY SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT
Schools Build-a-Plane Challenge
Our flagship secondary school programme, supported by
Boeing UK
Six secondary schools have gained the opportunity
to build a real-life light aircraft to Permit to Fly
status, also getting to fly in their completed aircraft
as well as showcase their achievements to the general
public through air shows and other public events.

Falcon Initiative
School flight simulator design project, supported by Boeing UK
Secondary schools design and create a prototype flight
simulator putting their innovation and teamworking
skills as well as maths, science and computing
knowledge into practice.

Ballantyne event
The Society’s annual careers awareness event for 14-18 year olds,
supported by Raytheon UK
Taking place each Spring at our London HQ, the event
provides an insight into university and apprenticeship
routes into aerospace and aviation, with talks from early
career professionals to industry leaders on aerospace/
aviation pathways and key themes for the future.

DESIGN CHALLENGE!
Big aeroplanes, like the ones that fly you to Spain or America
for your holidays, take years to design and build! Aeronautical
Engineers have to come up with a design that can fly fast and high
and can travel many thousands of miles without needing to stop
for fuel. They also have to think carefully about the shape of the
wings, the type of engines, and the materials the aeroplane will be
built from. At the same time, an aeroplane has to be comfortable
for the passengers!
Have a go at designing your own
aeroplane, just like an Aeronautical
Engineer!
Amy would love to see your ideas,
so send your completed designs to
amy@aerosociety.com and you will
receive a mystery prize!

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Amy’s Aviation
www.funkidslive.com/features/amys-aviation
Jobs in Aviation
www.careersinaerospace.com
Cool Aeronautics
www.aerosociety.com/coolaeronautics
Royal Aeronautical Society
www.aerosociety.com

To find out more about jobs in aviation, the Amy’s Aviation
series or to attend a Cool Aeronautics event please contact:
E: careers@aerosociety.com
T: +44 (0) 207 670 4325/6
www.aerosociety.com

COOL AERONAUTICS
There’s something for everyone!

UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE
ENGAGEMENT
Careers in Aerospace LIVE
The UK’s only recruitment fair dedicated to aerospace and
aviation
Our careers fair enables organisations to promote
employment and training opportunities to 700-800
highly motivated visitors from across the UK and
beyond, all seeking career development in aerospace
and aviation. 2018 date: Friday 9 November, London
W1.

RAeS On-Campus Careers & CV
Workshops
Free careers workshops for aerospace and aviation students
We offer on-campus workshops for aerospace and
aviation students which cover job search, networking,
CV-writing, articulating soft skills, online applications
and interviews, followed by optional ‘speedy’ CV 1-2-1s
for attendees.

All age careers service
Free 1-2-1 appointment service
Available from our ondon office in person, or by
telephone, the service provides both members and
non-members with impartial advice and guidance on
aerospace career routes, job-hunting and CV advice.

Centennial Scholarship Fund
Supporting young people’s development
Established in 2003, students studying aerospace and
aviation related courses at university can apply for
tuition fee support. There are also team awards for
external organisations running youth programmes to
encourage young people's interest in the sector.

CAREERS RESOURCES
Printed materials for all ages
 Career Flightpath magazine
 Schools careers poster
 Cool Aeronautics booklet

i
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Careers in Aerospace website
An information, advice and guidance website in partnership with
ADS Group
First established in 2010, the website provides an
easy-to-use, impartial ‘one-stop-shop’ for individuals,
teachers, parents and careers advisors. 2017 sees the
launch of an all-new, responsive website featuring
an improved Careers Directory which is free for
employers, training providers and STEM/outreach
organisations to use. You can also follow us on Twitter
@RAeSCareers.

EXTERNAL PARTNERSHIPS AND EVENTS
We exhibit at a number of external events to provide
information about aerospace and aviation careers
including air shows, STEM events and university
careers fairs.
We also support ADS Group’s UK Youth Rocketry
Challenge (UKRoC) and Futures Day and the ‘Reach
for the Sky’ children’s booklet produced by the
Yorkshire Air Museum.

RAeS Careers: 20 Years – 1997-2017
Our work could not happen without the support
of RAeS members, Corporate Partners and
supporters. We would like to thank in particular
the following organisations for their generous
sponsorship
 Boeing
 AAR
 Airbus
 Raytheon

Getting in touch
Careers and Skills Team
Royal Aeronautical Society
No.4 Hamilton Place
London
W1J 7BQ
+44 (0)20 7670 4325/6
careers@aerosociety.com
Twitter: @RAeSCareers
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CAREERS WITH ALTITUDE
Former RAeS President Jenny Body OBE FRAeS FCGI DEng (hc) tells us why she
could not have asked for a better career than in aerospace and why she hopes to see
more take-up among under represented groups.
What opportunities does the aerospace
sector offer young people and why do you
think it is a sector worth considering as a
career path?
Aerospace is a very wide sector and involves many
aspects of leading edge design as well as advanced
manufacturing and operations. Inevitably it is
international and offers many opportunities to work
abroad and with other nationalities. Safety underpins
everything we do and this means that people working in
aerospace are considered as some of the most reliable,
highly skilled and sought after of any group. There are
many opportunities to move within the sector from
working with a prime like Airbus to a company in the
supply chain. The sector is also highly innovative. People
can be involved in advanced materials, computing,
systems and propulsion.

I HAVE WORKED
ON THE MOST
THRILLING
PROJECTS WITH
THE MOST
INSPIRING
PEOPLE
THROUGHOUT
MY CAREER

Why do you think the numbers of girls in
aerospace and flying roles remains low?
Jenny, please tell us about your background
in aerospace

Primary school pupils
completing Safran Landing
Systems Challenge at a Cool
Aeronautics Cheltenham event,
Gloucester Airport.

I studied Maths and Physics at A level and did a nontechnical holiday job at British Aircraft Corporation. This
sparked my interest in aerospace and inspired me to study
engineering and also to apply for an apprenticeship at
BAC which would give me real industrial experience and
pay me to learn! During my 39-year career at BAC which
became Airbus I did a number of very different jobs. I
prepared safety critical software for fly-by-wire systems, I
lead a number of research projects and also design teams
for Nimrod and A400M Wing. Latterly I was increasingly
involved in working with other companies and UK
Government to maximise support for essential research
programmes to ensure we maintained our foothold in
Airbus programmes.

How did you become the first female
President of the RAeS?
Throughout my career I have often been the first and only
woman. So having been increasingly involved with RAeS
though my local branch, becoming a Fellow and then a
Member of Council as well as a founding member of
the Women in Aviation and Aerospace Committee, I was
pleased to be approached by fellow RAeS Councillors to
consider putting my name forward and was then delighted
to be selected.
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Unfortunately there are still not enough girls considering
engineering or flying as a possible career. This is due to
a number of factors. Engineering is not well understood
as a technical, professional career like medicine or law
although it is equally challenging and well paid! Similarly
girls do not realise that flying for instance is an option.
Parents, teachers and other careers influencers are not
necessarily as well informed of the options and hence are
not able to give advice.

What role do you think the RAeS has to
play in supporting diversity and inclusion?
As a learned Society and a Charity RAeS has a duty not
only to manage diversity and inclusion internally within
the membership of the Society but also to lead and
support D&I related activities in its partners. Specific
activities (such as Cool Aeronautics) and an underpinning
ethos of encouraging and including all to participate are
key to our contribution.

Could you sum up your experience in
aerospace in a few words?
I have worked on the most thrilling projects with the
most inspiring people throughout my career and feel I
have been able to make a real and tangible contribution
to the many project s with which I have been involved.
Luckily I am still able to do so though my ongoing
involvement with RAeS and the other activities I do.

“Every morning I drive
past the Chinooks in the
hangars and it makes
me feel proud.”
Lucy Brown, Boeing Contracts & Pricing

“Every morning I drive past the Chinooks in the hangars and it makes me feel proud. They’re the backbone
of the UK military. They provide emergency response, carry troops, and if ever I needed to be rescued,
I would want to hear one of those in the background. My team is responsible for making sure the Chinooks
are maintained, modified and upgraded. Being even just a small part of this bigger picture is really rewarding.”

SEE HOW WE’RE HELPING BUILD A STRONGER UK AT BOEING.CO.UK
BUILD YOUR CAREER AT BOEING.CO.UK/CAREERS

Ready for
your career
to take off?
Worldwide opportunities in:
• Sales
• Technical Services
• Management
• Legal
• Contracts
• Consultancy
• Finance
• Material support

Locations
• USA
• China
• England
• France
• Ireland
• Singapore

www.willislease.com
+1.415.408.4772

Are you ready for an exciting, rewarding career with a
dynamic aviation industry leader?
Willis Lease has pioneered aviation solutions for over 30 years.
Publicly traded, with over $1 billion in assets, more than 800
owned and managed engines, and a deep bench of experience,
we consistently deliver innovative, reliable, comprehensive
solutions to airlines, OEMs and MROs around the world.

Are you ready to join an exceptional team?
Whether your interests are in aircraft and engine leasing,
asset management, technical services, or in any of our rapidly
expanding portfolio of product offerings across the aviation
lifecycle, you belong on our team!

Are you ready to find out more?
Get in touch – joinus@willislease.com.

